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THE ROLE OF FAT IN DIABETES* 

FREDERICK M. ALLEN, M.D., 

Hospital of t� Rockefeller Iruititute for Medical Research, New York 

T
HE work with diabetes at the Hospital of the Rockefelle1

Institute began with feeding experiments on partially de
pancreatized dogs, and since then has grown in various directions. 
The results have been applied in the treatment of human cases, 

and this side of the investigation has been taken up by Drs. 
Stillman and Fitz, Dr. Stillman having studied especially the 
carbon dioxide changes in alveolar air and blood and Dr. Fitz 
the acetone bodies in blood and urine. It was a great good 
fortune when Dr. DuBois consented to determine the respiratory 
metabolism of certain patients at the Russell Sage Institute, and 
thus (in connection with the similar findings of Benedict and 
Joslin) some facts were established which were important for the 
intelligent application of the clinical treatment, and some theo
retical .questions decided and some others opened up. On the 
side of the animal experiments, Dr. Palmer has carried out a 
research in the practically unknown field of the sugar-content 
of the tissues under normal and various pathological conditions. 
Dr. Perlzweig and Miss Wishart are assisting in several problems, 
comprised chiefly under the topic to be discussed. The combina
tion of animal and clinical work is very advantageous, each throw
ing light on the other. Also, the animal experiments are different 
from the customary, in that they do not consist in brief observa
tions limited to a single point, but, on the contrary, animals are 
brought into the desired diabetic or other condition, and then are 
studied like human patients, through months and years. if neces
sary. This plan has always appeared to me as indispensable for 
real progress in certain aspects of this problem. Acute experi
ments cannot give the best picture of chronic disease. Chronic 
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THE ROLE OF FAT IN DIABETES 48 

conditions in animals need to be studied by the same combination 
of clinical, chemical, and microscopic methods as used for human 
patients, and for the same reason, namely, that one part of 
the picture can be underswod only in relation with the other 
parts. On this plan, information is gained by determining the 
means to produce in animals the conditions occurring spontane
ously in patients, and then by studying these conditions with the 
freedom and accuracy which are possible in animal experiments. 

The problems of diabetic and normal metabolism are being 
opened up with surprising rapidity as methods become available. 
The monograph concerning my research at Harvard was written 
in 1912, and at that time comparative analyses Bjt frequent inter
vals as shown in these charts were impossible, because tJ1re methods 
then existing required too much time or material. The present 
work was done entirely with methods publish!d by American 
chemists within these few year!¼, The numerous blood-sugar 
analyses were made possible by the method of Lewis and Benedict, 
which was used unmodified 8B originally described. The analyses 
for acetone bodies were carried out first with a modification of 
the methods of Shaffer, Marriott, and Folin and Denis, and later 
by the recent Van Slyke method. The alkaline reserve of the 
plasma was estimated by Van Slyke 's simple and accurate device 
of the carbon dioxide combining power, which has proved its use
fulness both experimentally and clinically. The blood-fat was 
determined by Bloor 's method in the modificatiQn employed by 
Murlin and Riche. The methods introduced by Sellards and by 
Levy, Rowntree and Marriott deserve mention in connection with 
the study of acidosis, but had to be omitted in this researcth. It 
is evident that various blood and urine examinations, calori
metric studies, tissue analyses, and histologic and other investi
gations are most instructive when performed not upon different 
animals but upon the very animals for which these other data 
exist. 

It; has been deeided to discuss the role of fat in diabetes 
because of its theoretical and practical importance, and because 
it has constituted one of the most confused and perplexed phases 
of th� subject, where any light from any source may be deemed 
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desirable. The feeding experiments mentioned at the outset have 
included the feeding of fat, and this has involved the longest 
and most difficult experiments of the series. Therefore, this 
opportunity is taken to present the results of some of the experi
ments in this direction, and this paper will consist largely of 
observations not heretofore published. 

It was formerly impossible to make a satisfactory study of 
this question witl!, animal experiments because only two types 
of diabetic animals were known, namely, the Minkowski type 
with total extirpation of the pancreas, and the Sandmeyer type 
with removal of most of the pancreas .and isolation of the re
mainder from its duct communications, so that the .blocking of 
secretion brought on sclerosis and atrophy. Neither of these 
types of animals is capable of digesting and absorbing enough 
fat for the purpose, or of affording in other respects a sufficiently 
close reproduction of human diabetes, where there is ordinarily 
no deficiency of pancreatic digestion. I have previously described 
a method which gives a good approximation of the clinical con
dition. Those familiar with the publication will recall that this 
consists in removing most of the pancreas, leaving a remnant 
ordinarily of one-eighth to one-twelfth always communicating 
with a duct. With the smaller remnants the diabetes is severe; 
with the larger remnants it is mild; but by feeding the animals 
beyond their tolerance, so as to maintain a prolonged glycosuria, 
there is progress downward, as in human cases, and the mild 
diabetes becomes as severe as that which follows the more ex
tensive removal of pancreatic ti�sue. For our present purpose 
and for most purposes the best results are obtained by having 
the pancreas remnants as large as possible, for two reasons. One 
is the avoidance of cachexia. The totally depancreatized dog 
dies within a relatively brief period, while an equal loss of sugu 
and nitrogen caused by phloridzin i8' far better borne. Some 
dogs with very small pancreas remnants do fairly well, but a 
large Jh"oportion of them fail to thrive, gradually emaciate, and 
die; whereas dogs with larger remnants but equally severe dia
betes thrive much better. Nothing is known conc)!rning the 
nature of this peculiar pancreatic cachexia; presum.ably it repre-

' 
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sents metabolic failure. Tihe second reason referred to consists 
in the power of digestion. The digestion of the partially de
pancreatized dogs is never quite equal to the normal. Some of 
the diets used tax the digestion of normal dogs. In particular, 
the larger the pancreas remnant the better do the dogs dispose 
of a high fat diet. Occasional dogs become diabetic with excep
tionally large pancreas remnants, and such animals are valuable 
for this use. In general, the program is to choose young dogs as 
strong and as voracious as possible. The pancreatic tissue re
moved is the minimum required to produce mild diabetes. The 
tolerance is then broken down by overfeeding, the diet sometimes 
including several hundred grams of glucose daily until the de
sired degree of diabetes results. The animals .are then often kept 
free from glycosuria for several weeks or months, and any ten
dency to recovery of too high a tolerance· is checked by a period 
of overfeeding. In the best cases there is thus a decided hyper
trophy of the acinar tissue, � that the remnant may come to equal 
as much as one-fourth of the original weight of the pancreas, and 
yet the diabetic condition is maintained. Such dogs have highly 
satisfactory vitality and digestive power, and are very well suited 
for the fat feeding and other experiments. Though the internal 
secretory. function has thus been injured largely by functional 
means, it remains fairly constant at its low level, and any re
covery of tolerance is exceedingly slow. In this respect the 
animals resemble human patients. There is a difference in that 
the functional overstrall! in dogs results in actual anatomical 
destruction of cells in the islands of Langerhans, while such an 
anatomical effect in human patients is still doubtful. 

The role of fat in diabetes will be 'discussed in its relation to 
three &ubjects. 

I. LIPEMIA. 

The first of these is lipemia. Here we deal with the disposal 
of fat from its absorption by the bowel to its taking up by the 
cells of the body. A few words may be devoted to the normal 
process, which is still obscure in essential points. An early dis
pute �once�ng digestion has been settled, since it is -established 
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that fat is not absorbed in emulsion as such but only as the split 
products. In the intestinal epithelium the glycerin and fatty 
acids are recombined into neutral fat. Some earlier researches, 
especially those of Rosenfeld and others in the dispute over fatty 
degeneration and infiltration, led to the view that this recombined 
fat is identical with the food-fat; that is, that only the fat 
synthesized from carbohydrate or other foods can be peculiar 
to the species, while otherwise the fat of the body takes its char-

, acter from the fat of the food. A series of authors, Bloor being 
the latest, have modified this extreme view, and have shown that 
the epithelium changes and rearranges the constituents to con
siderable extent, so that the recombined fat differs from the 
food-fat in being more nearly like the natural fat of the animal. 
The procedure of splitting and recombination therefore appar
ently serves for the absorption of useful fats, the exclusion of 
non-saponi:fiable substances such as mineral oils, and the partial 
modification of the absorbed fat to resemble the specific body-fat. 
Some of this recombined fat is perhaps taken up in the blood 
capillaries and carried in the portal circulation to the liver. But 
at least _60 per cent. of it is known to enter the lacteals and pass 
in fine emulsion through the thoracic duct into the systemic cir
culation. Obviously, it canot linger long in the blood, which 
would be hopelessly overloaded by the fat of a single meal. The 
cells remove it rapidly, so that, nothwithstanding the heaviest 
intake, the blood-fat like the blood-sugar varies only within nar
row limits. In the phraseology of Magnus-Levy, the level of the 
blood-fat must represent the balance between inflow and outflow 
at any given time. This brings us to the consideration of the fat 
content of normal blood. 

There have been described three physical forms in which fat 
may exist in the blood. First may be mentioned the occult form, 
which ordi�arily predominates. The fine emulsion of the chyle is 
changed as it enters the blood stream. The droplets apparently 
dissolve, so that the clear blood plasma contains fat which cannot 
be colored by osmic acid or any fat stains or extracted by ether 
or other solvents, and can only be demonstrated by digesting the 
proteins with enzymes, acid, or alkali, or precipitating them with 
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ree,gents such as alcohol. This fat is probably non-dialyzable and 
seems to exist in some colloid combination. The second form 
coDBists of surplus or less soluble fat, in microscopic droplets, the 
blood-dust o� hemoconia. These can be stained with fat stains 
and extracted with fat solvents, and as they increase they make 
the plasma first turbid and then milky, as in digestion lipemia. 
The third possible form of fat is perhaps never normal. It is the 
form described by several authors when the plasma is cloudy or 
even opaque, yet cannot be cleared by the centrifuge; tiny drop
lets may or may not be visible under the microscope, but the 
substance is not colored by fat stains or dissolved in ether or 
chloroform. Boggs and �orris reported over 4 per cent. of this 
form of fat in the blood in anemic lipemia of rabbits. Bloor found 
that this form arises i-11- vitro when certain abnormal (viz., diabetic 
or anemic) bloods are allowed to stand, the previously clear 
plasma becoming turbid. The three physical forms are pre
sumably due to varying proportions and combinations of fats and 
lipoids among themselves, and possibly with proteins, salts, or 
other substances. Normal fasting plasma is clear and, according 
to Bloor, contains approximately 0.29 to 0.42 per cent. fat in 
human beings, and somewhat more, viz., 0.51 to 0.66 per cent. in 
dogs. Turbidity may appear within about an hour after a fat 

. ·meal; it reaches its maximum in about six hours, and after twelve 
hours the plasma is again clear. The susceptibility to alimentary 
lipemia, in other words the balance between the digestive function 
and the assimilative functi�n, differs in different species. Nothing 
is known concerning differences in the rate at which their tissues 
can take up fat. Rabbits a.re resistant to alimentary lipemia, and 
increasing the dose of fat merely causes diarrhea. (Neisser and 
Brauning). Sakai proved that rabbit blood has no unusual 
ca.pa.city for carrying concealed fat. Therefore it is possible to 
accept the explanation of Kreidl and Neumann, based on dark
field examinations of hemoconia, that intestinal absorption of fat 
is much slower in herbivora than in carnivora; but the question 
has not been investigated chemically, and offers a promising 
opportunity for the use of the new micro-methods. The goose 
has such a digestive power that it can be enormously fattened by 
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forcible feeding; and in 'the serum of such stuffed geese Bleibtreu, 
also Hervson and Sedel, found some 6 per cent. fat, though the 
rye used in Bleibtreu 's feeding contained only 1.5 to 2.5 per cent. 
fat. Stuffing geese with fat-free food did not ca.use lipemia. 
Man and the dog are intermediate between these extremes. Ali
mentary lipemia between 1 and 2 per cent. is probably the 
highest that ever occurs in normal human subjects. Munk and 
Friedenthal found as high as 3 per cent. alimentary lipemia in 
dogs. It is impossible to produce. in dogs a lipemia equal to that 
of the stuffed goose by any quantity or duration of fat feeding, 
for the digestion breaks down before any such plethora is pro
duced in the metabolism. 

Thus far the word fat has been used in the old-fashioned 
sense, indicating the whole of the ether-soluble constituents. But 
aside from the neutral fat, which preponderates, and the soaps 
and free fatty acids possibly occurring in SIIJ;B,ll quantities, there 
are constantly present the substa.nces called lipoids, grouped 
under the titles lecithin and cholesterol. Such phosphatids and 
sterols exist in every living cell; they are evidently of the most 
indispensable importance somehow, but their function is practi
cil.lly unknown. Even the gross metabolism of lecithin and cho
lesterol is mostly unknown. They can be absorbed as such from 
the bowel and also synthesized- by the body. Cholesterol especially 
is excreted through the bile and feces. The nervous system is 
rich in these substances, and the liver, the red corpuscles, and the 
adrenal cortex have all been claimed to play a part in their 
metabolism. Bloor finds that the lecithin and cholesterol are each 
about a third of the total ether-soluble extract of normal blood.· 
Their ratio is fairly constant and remains so in most pathological 
conditions, suggesting an important relationship. The quantity 
of glycerides in the fasting plasma might possibly be' zero, which 
would mean that the entire transport of fat would be in the 
form of lecithin and cholesterol esters; but a small quantity of 
simple fat is probably present. Digestion of fat brings an increaae 
in the glycerides. 

Both lecithin and cholesterol rise in most forms of lipemia. 
Lecithin is markedly increased in alimentary lipemia even though 
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the ingested fat be practically free from lecithin. 'rerroine, 
Hagenau and others observed a similar parallelism between fat 
and cholesterol even when the food fat was extremely poor in 
cholesterol; and Sakai laid down the rule that there is no lipemia 
without cholesteremia, supposedly ·because of the solubility of 

_cholesterol in fat; and Gardner and Lander have pointed to an 
absorption of cholesterol from the bile; but .Bloor has found no 
change in the cholesterol during alimentary iipemia. The occur
rence of the lipoids free or in esters or othe� compounds may 
have special significance, but this is unknown at present. 

The relations in plasma and corpuscles also deserve notice. 
Normally, according to Bloor, lecithin and cholesterol are nearly 
equal in the plasma; the lecithin content of. the corpuscles is 
approximately double that of the plasma, and also double the 
cholesterpl of the corpuscles. Bloor assumes that two-thirds of 
the plasma cholesterol is combined in esters. It is believed that 
all the cholesterol �f the corpuscles is free. The corpuscles contain 
no true fat or only indeterminable traces. 

Connstein claimed that the presence of red corpuscles is neces
sary in order for the fat to be c)langed from .the emulsified to the 
soluble form. Munk and Friedenthal asserted that the corpuscles 
actively take up fat, so that in alimentary lipemia they may con
tain a higher percentage than the plasma. Bloor has confirmed 
this statement, and furthermore has found that lecithiin increases 
chiefly in the corpuscles and only slightly in "the plasma. Follow
ing up the idea of Loew and of Leathes thh.t all fat is utilized via 
lecithin, Bloor has set up the hypothesis that all or most of the 
absorbed. fat must be taken into the corpus_cles and converted 
into lecithin before it can be assimilated. He finds here an ex
planation of tlie arrangement whereby fat is led into the general 
venous circulation to be thoroughly mixed with the blood before 
being carried to the liver or any other capillary domain for 
assimilation. Since lecithin is increased in a brief lipemia, as 
during digestion, he assigns special importanc,e to it in the early 
stages of assimilation ; and as cholesterol is inci:eased in lipemias 
of long standing, he ascribes importance to it-in ·the later stages 
of assimilation of fat. 

' 
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'r.b.e actual mechanism. by which cells take up fat is unknown. 
Authors from Hanriot to Rona and Michaelist Caro and Sak8l 
have undertaken to demonstrate a lipase function. The process 
in assimilation would thus correspond to that in digestion. But 
the alleged lipase is so feeble that its presence or activity is hard 
to determine accurately-by titration, and recourse is had to deli
cate physicochemical tests with the sta.lagmometer. Also, it 
seems truly characteristic of the subject of diabetes that the 
attempt should be made to expla.in lipemia by d.in¥nution of 
lipase, disregarding the extreme diiilinutipn of lipase in diseases 
without lipemia, as reported, for example, by Bauer. '!'he lipo
lytic enzyme of blood seems classifiable with the glycolytic enzyme 
as accidental and unimportant, and the notion of enzymatic diges
tion of fat in the blood plasma or ·at fue cell boundary does not 
merit serious consideration. On the other hand the conversion of 
fat into the plasma-soluble form, through the .process supposed by 
Bloor or any other process, appears as·a significant phenomenon. 
All living cells contain a similar "masked" or co�bined fat, and 
the most plausible view is that fat passes through the cell boun
daries in this colloid or soluble fQrm. Taylor refers to this as the 
"metabolic" form of fat. Neverthelesi, it must be borne in mind 
that we are dealing with hypotheses throughout, and that nothing 
is known positively concerning tije means by which the cells take 
up fat from the blood. 

Excep� after meals it seems probable that hyperlipemia is 
abnormal like hyperglycemia. A slight lipemia accompany.ing 
exercise was observed by Murlin and Riche. Bloor suspects that 
exeitemen� may increase blood-fat as it does blood-sugar. Animals 
possessing stores of fat show a �light lipemia during fasting, sup
posedly because of increased transport of fat. Bloor's highest 
figure was about 0.9 per cent. Slight lipemia inay occur in preg
nancy, but according to studies by Klinkert a�d others, choles
teremia is the most prominent feature, and is responsible for the 
occasional xanthelasma and possibly related to the accompanying 
hypertrophy of the adrenal cort�x. Just as hyperglycemia, so 
also _hyperlipemia may occur in various metabolic disorders. · It 
may be found in obesity, alcoholism, and nephritis. Cbau.tfard 

.. 
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and Grigaut described hypercholesteremia in nephritis. Accord
ing to Lauber and Adamuck, Zinsberg and Chauffard ihe white 
flecks in the retina in nephritis are largely accumulations of 
cholesterol esters, and (Borberg, Landau) cholesterol is increased 
in the adrenal cortex. The familiar accompaniments of nephritis, 
namely, atheroma of blood-vessels and the arcus senilis of the 
cornea, likewise represent deposits of cholesterol esters. J. Millier 
reported an unusual case of nephritis, with chylous hydrothorax, 
and the above-mentioned opacity of the plasma which cannot be 
cleared by the centrifuge or fat solvents or stained with fat stains. 
Here the blood contained over 3 per cent. total fat, and 0.6 to 0.8 
per cent. eac.h of lecithin and cholesterol. Cholesteremia and 
lipemia are present with icterus, gall-stones,. and liver ·disease·, 
as shown by Klinkert and Beumer and Burger. Cholesterol is 
deposited in the xanthoma formations and the cholesterol content 
of the bile is said to be increased. Lipemia has also been reported 
in pneumonia, heart disease, dyspnea, syphilis, and esophageal 
cancer, some of these cases being perhaps mere alimentary or 
inanition lipemia. The lipemia in a number of other conditions 
named by Fischer is doubtful. Experimentally, slight lipemia 
occuJ:'6 in poisoning with phosphorus, phloridzin, and other drugs 
causing fatty degeneration, and during and after narcosis, though 
-the phenomenon is inconstant (Murlin and Riche, Bloor, Lattes
and others). Fat emulsions injected intravenously are rather
promptly disposed of by the liver and ·other tissues, and lipemia
is resisted. Bloor 's highest figure after such injections is 1.5
per cent. blood-fat. It is well known that intoxication with fatty
acids has been SUBJ)ected in the etiology of some clinical anemias.
The analyses of Freund and Obermayer, Erben, and Beumer and
Biirger show lipemia absent in pernicious anemia and some cases
of leukemia, and in other _cases of leuke�ia a slight lipemia u�
to 0.7 per cen( Bloor gives similar findings in pernicious anemia,
with the suggestion that-the low cholesterol values may be sig
nificant iii view of the protective action of cholesterol against
hemolytic agents. Boggs and Morris observed lipemia in a man
with anemia secondary to hemorrhoids. They c<1mpared it with
lipemia which they discovered in rabbits made ane"mic by re-
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peated bleedings; they found no lipemia in cases of equal anemia 
produced by pyrodin poisoning. In the anemia of phenylhydra
zin poisoning, Sakai described lipemia of approxima.tely 1 to 3 
per cent. ; and as observed by Underhill, fatty liver and hypo
glycemia accompany such poJsoning. When the anemia was pro
duced by bleeding, Sakai found values almost up to 6 per cent. 
blood-fat, with proportional increase of lecithin and cholesterol. 
The�e are the highest :figures ever reported for non-diabetic 
lipemia. 

We come now to the principal metabolic experiment which 
nature has performed for us, namely, diabetes. Just as there is 
no other -way of producing hyperglycemia equal in intensity and 
duration to that of diabetes,. so also the lipemia pres\'lnt in some 
cases of diabetes is beyond parallel in any other clinical or experi
mental condition. In blood taken from a thirteen-year-old dia
betic child three days before death in com�, Frugoni and Mar
chetti reported a total ether extract of 27 per cent., and in blood 
from the same patient at autopsy 34 per cent. The highest figures 
fully accepted by German authors are 19.7 per cent. by Neisser 
and Derlin and 18.13 per cent .. by B. Fischer. ,For comparison 
it is interesting to note that the highest known value for fat in 
thoracic duct chyle, by Zawilsky with maximal fat feeding in 
dogs, was only 14.6 per cent. Sakal reckoned that the blood in 
Fischer's case contained mer 700 grams of fat. There are 
numerous reports of all grades of lipemia below this. Imrie has 
described one of.the most recent cases, with over 14 per cent. fat 
in the blood. The most comprehensive chemical study has been 
ma.de by Bloor, who gives complete analyses in thirty-si?C of 
Joslin's patients. He found the blood-fat normal or even sub
normal in mild cases, but always increased in severe cases, 
ranging up to twice the normal. Two untreated cases showed the 
typical excessive lipemia, one with 2.9 per cent. and the other 
with 11.2 per cent. of fat in the plasma. Such lipemic blood 
looks like cocoa, and the plasma like cream. Tyson's 1881 text
book and Joslin's 1916 text-book both devote the frontispiece to 
lipemia, the latter sblowing the appearance of the blood and 

, plasma, the former depicting the fund11S of. the eye, for the con-
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dition is so marked that it can be recognized by intraocular 
examination. Normal urine contains a trace of fat, and this 
is increased in lipemia, Frugoni and Marchetti 's case showing 
0.088 per cent., Imrie 's case 0.1 per cetit., and Neisser and 
Derlin 's case the unusual figure of 0.8 per cent. urinary fat. 

For closer understanding, inquiry may be made first as to the 
nature of the fat circulating in such excess in these cases. Analy
ses from Fischer to Bloor show that the great mass of it is 
neutral fat. Klemperer and Umber's claim that both lecithin 
and cholesterol are increased out of propo,;tion to the neutral fat 
and their suggestion of the name lipoidemia. instead of lipemia 
have been overthrown by more recent work. The lipoids are 
increased, but the higher the ·lipemia. the greater is the predomin
ance of the true fat. Imrie agrees with som_e earlier authors in 
finding lecithin relatively low in diabetic lipemia. Bloor has 
shown that lecithin varies somewhat ip. parellel with the total 
fatty acids until marked lipemia is reached, then falls markedly 
behind in relation to both these and cholesterol. The striking 
increase in cholesterol has been noted by authors from Fischer 
onward. In Imrie 's case the blood contained 1.5 per cent. 
cholesterol. Bloor's case with 2.9 per cent. lipemia had 0.5 per 
cent. cholesterol, and his case with 11.2 per cent. lipemia had 1.26 
per cent. cholesterol. There is evidently' a temarkable activity of 

( cholesterol metabolism. The liver is generally bright yellow, but 
Fischer remarked that the liver cells did not contain large fat-
drops as in ordinary fatty livers. The Kupffer cells like the 
endothelia elsewhere are stuffed with fat,' and Kawamura found 
that this fat consi_sts not merely of glycerides but cholesterol' 
esters, which he claims the Kupffer cells normally refuse to take 
up. Ja.strowitz undertook to study lipoid infiltrations in the ., 
fatty livers after various poisons. Beumer and Burger described 
a case of diabetes in which an oat-cure cleared up_ the existing 
lipemia, but the cholesterol persisted at three times the normal 
figure. 'Klinkert states tha.,t the white spots in diabetic retirii�is 
represent accumulations of cholesterol esters which may clear. up 
considerably under treatment. The apparent thickening of _the 
vessels of the fundus of the eye in lipemia is due to the opacity 
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of the plasma and also to the cholesterol ester infiltration of the.ir 1 

walls. Xanthoma.t1;1, are an expression of hypercholesteremia iu 
diabetes as in other conditions, though other factors must be con
cerned. Von Noorden saw them clear up under treatment and 
return with aggravation of the diabetes. Bacmeister in one case 
furnished rather doubtful evideiice that the cholesterol excretion 
in the bile may be markedly ·,increased in diabetes. Of other 
compounds it may be noted that Imrie reported 0.38 per cent. of 
fatty acids present in the blood as soaps. Aside from the anemia
producing effects, fatty acids-and their soaps are highly toxic, 
Munk finding that 0.11 to 0.13: gram oleic acid as soap injected · 
intravenously in thirty to forty:five minutes suffices to kill rabbits 
by heart-block. Lipemic patien� show no more anemia or intoxi
cation than other diabetics, so jt would seem either the findings 
of · high percentages of circulating soap a.re mistaken or other 
substances present must protect against its- poisonous action. In 
survey, therefore, it may be said that diabetic lipemia is char
acterized b� an increase of lecithin, which becomes relatively 
deficient as the lipemia becomes excessive; but comparison with 
other forms of lipemia is difficµlt, for it seems probable that if 
alimentary or any pathological lipemia. could be raised as high 
as diabetic lipemia. the relath:e deficiency of lecithin might be 
similar. AnaJ,yses on stuffed geese would be interesting. Diabetic 
lipemia is also characterized by· a. much greater increase of cho
lesterol, almost parallel with the fat, in excess of .anything ever 
observed outside of diabetes, and in direct contrast to what occurs 
in 'alimentary lipemia. 

_Another contrast is see� in the corpuscles, for instead of .the 
increase which occurs in alimentary lipemia, their fat content 
amid the tremendous lipemia. oi; diabetes remains normal. Bloor 
finds the same to be true in other forms of pathological lipemia. 
The entire chemical picture is.'interpreted by· Bloor as follows. 
The component which becomes more predominant as the lipemia 
increases is the true fat, which is the inert form of fat, and its
accumulation indicates that the fat is not. being properly pre
pared for assimilation. Likewise the relative deficiency of 
lecithin and the lack of fat in the corpuscles indicate that the 
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corpuscles ar� not performing th�ir function of transforming fat 
into lecithin, as in the earlier phase of assimilation. The high 
cholesterol figures are taken to mean that a later stage of the 
process is represented in this lipemia and that the cholesterol 
mechanism has not failed. Beumer and Burger concluded that a 
considerable part of the cholesterol is free and not in esters, and 
in Imrie 's case practically the whole of the cholesterol was found 
to be free. This fact might be significant if generally confirmed. 
Throughout it must be �emembered that the entire subject is in 
the stage of hypotheses, but they are interesting as such and 
represent a real beginning in attacking the problem. 

A second point for inquiry is the source of the fat in lipemia. 
In alimentary lipemia it is sufficiently obvious that the fat. is 
derived from the food, but the lecithin, aside from what may come 
from the food, must be supplied by the body. In the various 
forms of pathological lipemia, lecithin and cholesterol must pre
sumably be supplied by the body; this was certainly true in 
Miiller 's case of nephritic lipemia, in which the patient had been 
on lipoid-poor diet for months. In the anemic lipemia of rabbits, 
Boggs· and Morris showed that the tendency to alimentary lipemia 
was increased, but yet the essential source of the blood-fat was 
the body-fat, for the lipemia .developed pn a diet of bread and 
grass, the animals rapidly lost weight, and in extreme emaciation 
the lipemia ceased. Because of the high lipoid content in diabetic 
lipemia, Klemperer and Umber concluded that the conditi°on 
represents an increased breakdown of body cells, since only these 
could furnish so much lecithin ·and cholesterol. This explanation 
seems foolish when applied to a lipemia of 10 to 20 per cent. 
Several authors have followed· the lzypothesis that the lipemia is 
derived from the body fat. Magnus-Levy has upheld the opposite 
view that the blood-fat is derived from the food, that the fat is 
taken up from the· intestine and poured into the blood �s usual� 
but there is some obstacle to its leaving the blood, either a physico
obemical difference in the fat itself or -a change in the cells or 
in the capillary walls; and that the huge quantities sometimes 
found in the blood may result from slow accumulation. Neisser 
and Derlin 's patient with 19.7 per cent. blood-fat had very little 
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body fat. They compared the iodin and Reichert-Meissl numbers 
of the fa.ts in the food, chyle, blood, and several tissues and con
cluded that the blood-fat comes from the food. Imrie considered 
that the 300 grams or more of fat in the blood of his patient was 
too much to be derived from the food ; the iodin number of 73 
for the fatty acids of the blood compared well with 68 for the 
adipose tissue, but differed widely from that found in liver, 
heart, and kidney; he therefore concluded that the lipemia repre
sent{i mobilization of connective-tissue fat. Bloor observed ex
treme lipemia only in two patients who had been eating excessive 
amounts of fat, while severe cases under treatment with restric
tion of fat as well as other foods seemed to show the tendency 
but the :figures were moderate. Accordingly, he considered that 
the lipemia' is derived from the blood and is due to ingestion of 
fat beyond the capacity of a weakened assimilative function. It 
is to be regretted that very few fat determinations have yet been 
carried out on our patients at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital. 
The gross observations agree with the experience of Bloor and 
Joslin tha�ven the most creamy plasma clears up under treat
ment. One extremely emaciated man showed a diminishing but 
still opaque lipemia through six days of fasting, which dis
appeared only gradually in the subsequent treatment. The exit 
of fat from the circulation must therefore be very slow in some 
cases. It should be considered a. therapeutic duty to clear up a 
pathologic lipemia. 

Dogs are subject to diabetic lipemia, as shown by an observa
tion of Gerhardt mentioned by Naunyn, of 12.3 per cent. blood.
fat in a dog with spontaneous diabetes and pancreas necrosis, 
which is the higJrest lipemia ever recorded in a dog. It is impos
sible for a dog to have more severe diabetes than that following 
total pancreatectOlJlY, but the plasma generally is almost or quite 
clear. In an exceptional instance Seo observed lipemia of 2.4 
per cent., with increase in lecithin and cholesterol. It is possible 
that Seo 's dog was fat and that �erhardt 's dog had been ea.ting 
fat. The facts perhaps indicate that the lipemia does not repre
sent mobilization of tissu� fat by the intense metabolic disturb
ance, unless to some extent in a. fat-rich anim,1, but that on the 
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contrary it mostly represents deficient assimilation of fat, and 
that depancreatized dogs with their maximal diabetes show little 
lipemia because in them the deficiency in assimilation is balanced 
by the deficiency in digestion of fat. 

This supposition can be tested in dogs of the type described 
at the outset, which have severe diabetes along with satisfactory 
digestive power. It is found that they are in fact subject to dia
betic lipemia in its full intensity. These dogs have been fed suet, 
which is not the most easily or rapidly digested form of fat ; but 
approximate determinations in our first case indicated lipemia 
rivalling that of Gerhardt. The tables show some values inci
dentally observed in connection with other work. ;Here is a 
sample of plasma from a child entering the Institute Hospital in 
coma. It contains 11 per cent. fat. The analyses made thus far 
show wide differences in the curves of fat in the blood of normal, 
phloridzinized, and diabetic dogs after identical feedings. The 
minor fluctuations will require further study, but the outstand
ing feature is the disproportionate increase in the diabetic animal. 
Granting severe diabetes, the lipemia varies largely with the 
digestive power.· The record of dog 396 (Table I) shows how the 
lipemia fell as t� digestive power failed and the plasma became 
clear. These figures represent analyses twenty-four hours after 
feeding. On withdrawing fat from the diet lipemia clears up in 
from one to several days, according to its intensity, as seen in 
dog 345 (Table III). A possible exception to this rule may 
occur in a type of fasting acidosis to be described later. In the 
terminal state of dog 280 here dipicted (Table II) gross observa
tions gave the impression of ,an increase of blood-fat up to the 
development of a marked lipemia on fasting, but the opacity 
of the plasma was the only index, and this chance for a decisive 
verdict concerning the possible occasional origin of diabetic lipe
mia from bopy fat was lost through inability to carry out the 
necessary analyses. 

The production of diabetic lipemia in dogs is a simple matter, 
but it opens opportunities. Here we have the means of flooding 
the body with fat in a manner unparalleled outside of diabetes, 
of making and unmaking this abnormality easily and quickly. 
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The first result is the conclusive proof that the lipemia is derived 
ordinarily from the food-fat. It will be a simple matter to feed a 
variety of fats and compare with the blood-fat in the different 
cases; some information concerning fat assimilation may thus be 
gained, and we may be able to report such experiments later. 
But the simple fact that the lipemia appears so readily on feeding 
fiat and ceases so promptly on omitting_ fat suffices to settle the 
dispute concerning its usual origin. 

It is expected to publish later some analyses of the lipoid con
tent of t� blood and various organs, but this phase must be 
omitted at this time. As far as comparison is possible between 
Seo's analyses of liver tissue in diabetic lipemia and those of 
Jastrowitz and others of fatty livers produced,by various poi
sons, no indication is· offered of any specific chemical character 
of the organ infiltration in diabetes. The huge amount of cir
culating fat and the remarkable activity of lipoid metabolism 
offer other opportunities which we shall not be able to follow 
up. The unusual quantities of cholesterol that seem to be formed 
invite a study of the excretion in bile and feces and other features 
important to those interested in oh:olesterol metabolism. Various 
problems lately under investigation by authors such as Aschoff, 
Landau, Mulon, and Borbel'g concerning the morphology and the 
chemistry of fats and the function of the adrenal cortex and other 
organs in regard to them may perhaps be studied with special 
advantage in a condition in which the lipoid metabolism is spe
cially disturbed or exaggerated. 

The metabolism of matter and energy has never been studied 
in human patients with extreme lipemia, and to avoid confusion 
from acidosis or other fa.etors it is desirable to make a series of 
comparative observations on the same individual in the lipemic 
and non-lipemic condition, and thi11 can be p.one most_ conveniently 
in animals. All are now familiar with the work in Lusk''s labora
tory, which has shown that the combusion of any food is increased 
as the supply of it to the cells is increased. Ingestion of any food 
increases the total metabolism more or less according to the kind 
and quantity of the food. Ingestion of fat causes alimentary 
lipemia and the combustion is preeminently of fat. Bleibtreu 's 
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geese,. stuffed with. rye, with lipemia up to 6 per cent., are said 
t.o have shown respiratory quotients as high a.s 1.33. Whether 
the figures are strictly correct or not, it seems evident -that values 
above unity were present, indicating combustion preeminently 
of carbohydrate and the formation of fat from carbohydrate. 
This means one of two things: either ,the carbohydrate or the 

· general plethora inhibited the combustion of fat in spite of 6 per
cent. fat in the blood-in which case Lusk 's law of summation
of stimuli is reversed-or if there was combustion of fat in the
remotest degree proportional -to the lipemia, the total metabolism
or the formation of fat from carbohydrate must have been tre
mendous. Interesting modifications of this experiment might
be made by giving fat-rich instead of carbohydrate-rich diet or
by using partially depancreatized geese. It is well known that in
diabetic patients or animals alimentary hyperglycemia is more
pronounced than normal, but the effect on the respirat.ory quotient
is less, and in severe cases may be absent altogether, and this -is
one of the best evidences of deficient combustion of carbohydrate
in diabetes. The case with fat is different, for diabetic patients
and even totally depancreatized dogs always burn fat readily. The
distinction is not absolute, for depancreatized birds-chickens,
ducks, geese-show intense hyperglycemia with little or no glyco
suria and can even receive c0Il8iderable carbohydrate by feeding
or injection and dispose of it somehow. Their kidneys are big.My
impermeable to sugar, but there is a difference beyond this, for
feeding or injection of sugar in severely diabetic dogs with renal
impermeability means rapidly fatal hyperglycemia-possibly 2
per cent. blood-sugar. The diabetic birds do not metabolize their
carbohydrate normally, for glycogen is deficient and emaciation
and death occur. The mammalian kidney is almost impermeable
for fa,t, so that lipemia cannot be checked by excretion ; and the
presence of acetone bodies indicates some abnormality in fat com
bustion. But the- known abnormality consists merely in incom
pleteness in the end products; no experiments have ever indicated
any difficulty on the pa.rt of the diabetic in attacking the fat
molecule. Patients and suitable diabetic animals often go along
on a certain level of marked hyperglycemia, without glycosuria,
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and evidently burning some carbohydrate. 'l'hey seemingly require 
a higher "pressure" of sugar in the blood in order to accomplish 
the combustion of sugar. In the moderate hyperlipemia ordi
narily present in severely diabetic patients, Bloor saw evidence 
of a simila,r need of increased fat ''pressure

,
' in the blood in order 

foi- the cells to burn fat. There is opportunity to test this idea 
.with respiration experiments. In contradiction to the prevalent 
belief of normal fat assimilation in diabetes, investigation will 
probably show that a certa.in level of lipemia does not have equal 
metabolic influence in non-diabetic and in diabetic lipemic con
ditions. It will very likely be found that the effect ori the gaseous 
exchange is slower and of less degree in diabetic lipemia, corre
sponding to the known facts concerning hyperglycemia in the 

, II_lilder cases, so that an alimeµtary lipemia of 2 or 3 per cent. 
in a normal animal may represent a greater activity of fat metab
olism than much higher blood-fat values in an animal with dia

betic lipemia. Also, it may be found that the metabolic effect 
varies among diabetics in proportion to their susceptibility to 
lipemia, and conceivably may. not be fully normal in any severe 
diabetic. Studies of this"sort will throw light on the ability of the 
diabetic to attack the fat molecule; they may help to show why 
fat-feeding seems sometimes neither to strengthen nor build up 
a patient; they will indicate what significance may be assigned 
to lipemia in the question of m�tabolism in diabetes; and by com
pleting the proof that lipemia is due to deficient assimilation 
rather than increased mobilization of fat ( even if increased mobili
zation sometimes occurs), they may contribute an analogy in 
support of the dominant belief that the hyperglycemia is pri
marily due to deficient assimilation rather than increased mobili
zation of sugar. 

Our investigation of lipemia by the use of diabetic dogs to date 
has dealt chiefly with the problem of the actual cause of it, its 
relation to other diabetic phenomena and to the internal function 
of the pancreas, and the information which it may furnish con
cerning the fundamental diabetic condition. Besides the origin 
from food-fat, certain other questions can now be definitely 
answered. 
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First, the visible fat is. not in the abnormal form insoluble in 
ether. Seo found in his one case that the opacity was cleared by 
ether, and the same has been our experience. 

Second, the power of plasma to bold fat in clear solution is not 
diminished. In connection with the hypothesis of combined sugar, 
I formerly suggested a possible analogy with fat, in that lipemia 
might be due to deficient combination of the fat, and raised the 
question whether the pancreas supplies anything of importance 
for this combination. Reicher determined the fat before and 
after digesting blood with pepsin-hydrochloric acid, and con
cluded that the latter fraction has no importance. Seo mentioned 
visible lipemia in only one of his depancreatized dogs, yet th� 
blood-fat in the other instances was from 1-to 1.5 per cent. This 
might indicate an unusually high power of the plasma to bold 
invisible fat, and the same possibility seems indicated by some 
of our experiments, and would not be surprising in view of the 
high lipoid content. Accordingly, no significant reduction in the 
simple ability of the blood to "mask" fat has been demonstrated. 
On the other hand, Bloor's belief is that fat must be combined 
into lec�thin in order to be assimilated, and that a deficiency of 
this combining function is present in diabetic lipemia. The facts 
at least suggest that methods used for testing the combination 
of either fat or sugar should not be too crude. 

Third, the relation of fat in plasma and corpuscles is of 
interest especially in connection with Bloor's hypothesis. Un
fortunately most of our determinations so far have had to be 
limited to the plasma, and only a few analyses of corpuscles have 
been made. Thus far they indicate low total fat content in the 
corpuscles. Having controllable experimental conditions, it 
should be possible to trace any significant alterations from the 
normal through the mildly lipemic animals to the extreme degree 
in the severely lipemic animals. This research is in progress, but 
it is better._ to omit discussion at present rather than attempt con
clusions from insufficient data. 

Fourth, lipemia. is not due to hyperglycemia.. For example, 
mildly dia.betic animals, even with abundant fat in the diet, may 
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be made to show extreme .hyperglycemia without corresponding 
lipemia. 

Fifth, lipem1a is not due merely to absence of carbohydrate or 
loss of sugar from the body. Maximal phloridzin poisoning with 
feeding of nothing but fat, or the longest possible phloridzination 
on diet free from carbohydrate and high ·in fat, has failed to pro
duce in ·dogs anything resembling diabetic lipemia. 

Sixth, lipemia is not due to the presence of acetone bodies. 
Lipemic patients generally have acidosis, but a case of lipemia 
without ketonuria was described by Beumer and Biirger. It is 
well known that many patients with severe acidosis and even coma 
show clear plasma. Bloor found "no definite relation between 
high blood lipoids and the occurrence of acetone bodies in the 
urine.'' In dogs it can be shown that the ·acidosis of phloridzin 
poisoning causes nothing like diabetic Upemia, that diabetic 
acidosis may occur without lipemia, and that marked lipemia may 
be present without acidosis. Maximal lipemia probably never 
exists without acidosis, but this is because acidosis goes with the 
general severity of the diabetes. 

Seventh, lipemia is not due to change in the reaction of the 
blood. The greatest possible reduction of the carbon dioxide 
capacity by diabetes, phloridzination, or chronic hydrochloric 
acid poisoning has produced none of the characteristic lipemia. 

Eighth, lipemia is not due solely to removal of pa.pcreatic tis
sue within the limits mentioned. If enough. pancreatic tissue is 
removed to produce even severe diabetes, but the actual occur
rence of diabetes is avoided by diet, the characteristic lipemia 
does not occur. In some such cases alimentary lipemia certainly 
persists longer than normal, but this may represent merely a 
slower digestion of fat owing to the smaller supply of pancreatic 
juice. If the curve of the lipemia is lower as well as longer, it 
will indicate such delayed absorption. The characteristic of dia
betic lipemia is that it both rises higher and falls more slowly 
than normal. When the assimilative disturbance is sli�ht it may 
to some extent be balanced by the delayed absorption, so that the 
mere prolongation of slight lipemia becomes hard to interpret. 
These experiments are in progress and a sufficient number are 
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not yet finished to permit positive conclusions. But it is certain, 
as stated, that the full diabetic lipemia never occurs in the absence 
of other symptoms of active diabetes. 

Ninth, lipemia is not the result of breaking down of a hypo
thetical "fat function" by direct overstrain of that function. 
Here again tedious experiments extending over months have been 
involved. These experiments have proved that the heaviest and 
most prolonged fat diets, in normal and partially depancreatized 
animals, neither increase nor diminish the susceptibility to lipe
mia. If the conditions are such that the fat-feeding gives rise 
to glycosuria and acidosis, the lipemia begins to mount up ; other
wise not. 

'l'enth is the question of the rell!.tion of lipemia to the severity 
of the diabetes. Up to the time of the present treatment which 
restricts fat in the diet, high lipemia has been considered a sign 
of very bad prognostic import. Bloor found some elevation of 
blood-fat in all severe cases, normal or subnormal values in mild 
cases. Beumer and Biirger have reported the only known in
stance of lipemia in mild diabetes. In dogs of the type described 
above, it is easy to show that the lipemia depends upon the se
verity of the diabetes. The partially depancreatized dog, with 
relatively little tendency to lipemia as long as he is kept free from 
diabetes, acquires the marked susceptibility without any further 

· operation as soon as Severe diabetes is brought on by overfeeding
with any kind of food. The most striking experiment is to keep
the plasma continuously clear by carbohydrate or protein diet,
then suddenly give a meal of fat. High lipemia is present within
a few hours and persists for more than twenty-four hours. On
continuance of fat diet the lipemia mounts to a point governed 'by
the digestive power. As in human cases, it is then unremitting;
and like an old hyperglycemia,' varies relatively little with meals.
With breakdown of digestion, or on withdrawal of fat from the
diet, the lipemia clears up in from o;ne to several days, according
to its intensity. The tables already referred to illustrate some
of these statements.

This permits discussion of the relation of lipemia to the inter
nal pancreatic function. There may be three possibilities: Is 
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lipemia due to disorder in some organ or in the general system 
secondary to the original diabetic disturbance t is it another mani
festation of deficiency of the same hormone concerned in car
bohydrate metabolism f or does it represent lack of some different 
internal secretion of the pancreas T There is sound justification 
for speaking of several internal functions of the pancreas. Dia
betes is not a mere glycosuria or inability to assimilate glucose. 
There are abnormalities in the metabolism of protein, fat, and 
doubtless of mineral substances, which are primary and cannot 
be reproduced secondarily by phloridzin or any other means. 
But it is possible that the various functions in question all belong 
to one internal secretion, and this unitarian hypothesis is in
herently the most attractive one. It is a plausible view that the 
pancreas supplies something necessary for the synthesis and 
maintenance of protoplasm, that deficiency of this factor makes, 
nutrition of the cells difficult and disposes to breaking down of 
their reserves, and that this tendency makes itself felt in regard 
to all classes of foods, but earliest and most ma.nifestly in regard 
to the most labile and most easily excreted forms. Only positive 
evidence could justify a doctrine of plurality of internal secre
tions of the pancreas. The unitarian standpoint would have 
theoretical importance, for it might reasonably be inferred that 
the part played by the single hormone �ould be similar toward 
the various classes of foods. Glycosuria and non-assimilation of 
carbohydrate-lipemia and acidosis-increased protein catabol
ism, aminosuria, and changes in the creatin-creatinin relation
diabetic edema and other anomalies concerning salts-all afford 
different lines of approach. If all alike are due to deficiency 
of a certain action of a single hormone, comparisons will aid · 
in learning what the action of this hormone is, and by following 
the different trails it may be possible to track the thing home and 
master the secret of the internal pancreatic function and diabetes. 

Between the partially depancreatized animal without diabetes 
or lipemic tendency, and the same animal after\ feeding -has 
brought on severe diabetes and susceptibility to lipemia, there is 
only one known anatomical difference, which consists in exhaus
tion and degeneration of cells in the islands of Langerhans. The 
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fact that this alteration and the lipemic tendency come on simul
taneously, and are typically produced by pure carbohydrate or 
protein feeding, proves conclusively that the disorder underlying 
lipemia is bound up to considerable extent with the other diabetic 
disturbance and is not entirely independent. Possible evidence 
for the existence of more than one internal pancreatic secretion 
might be found in the discovery of Lane and Bensley that the 
islands of Langerhans consist of two different varieties of cells, 
filled with granules. which stain differentiaiiy; these cells are 
believed to be independent in origin and type and not tran
sitional or derivable one from the other. This histological inter
pretation is strengthened by Homans' discovery that only the 
so-called Beta cells ordinarily degenerate in experimental dia
betes, while the Alpha cells remain preserved even in advanced 
stages and show particularly dense granulation. This observation 
was confirmed in the work at this Institute. But it might still be 
possible that both types of cells are concerned merely in carbo
hydrate metabolism. Krumbhaar published the description of an 
important case of spontaneous diabetes in a dog, in which the 
pancreas was about twice the normal size and its tissue appeared 
normal ; and microscopic e�am.ination showed !3-dvanced degen
eration of the Beta cells everywhere, along with less extreme but 
still marked exhaustion of the Alpha cells. Li-pemia or acidosis 
was not found in this animal, but it apparently was not studied 
on fat diet. Martin has discovered that some of our experimental 
dogs show this same degeneration of the Alpha cells. He is fol
lJOwing up the investigation, but there has not yet been time for· 
enough comparisons to establish the possible significance. When 
a dog shows a dextrose-nitrogen ratio equal to that following total 
pancreatectomy, it will be interesting to know whether the Alpha 
cells are degenerated or. not. If they a.re intact their part in 
carbohydrate metabolism will become very questionable. Material 
is available from animals of different species, different ages, 
different grades of intensity and duFation of diabetes, on various 
_diets, in nutritive states ranging from obesity to emaciation, 
with lipemia and acidosis present or absent, and with other physi
ological or pathological variations, so that it may be possible to 

5 
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throw some light on the function of the Alpha cells and the unity 
Qr plurality of tl;te internal pancreatic secretion. 

The facts concerning human patients must also be considered 
• in this connection, and the question whether the full conditions

are reproduced in dogs. Granting that all patients with severe
diabetes have some tendency to lipemia, is this tendency equal
in all of them f When the majority of cases show fairly clear
plasma, and a small minority show lipemia of 10 to 20 per cent.,
can it be maintained that varying quantities of fat in the diet

, suffice fully to explain sm:;h differences f If there is another 
cause for the discrepancy, does this cause consist in some addi
tional pancreatic disturbance, or in a breakdown in some other 
organ or in the general system? It is unfortunate that accurate 
observations covering this point have not been made; but prob
ably most physicians who treat diabetes will have the decided 
impression that individual variations exist, and that the majority 
even of severe cases on heavy fat diet are not subject to the most 
intense lipemia. Though it is difficult to gauge the true severity 
of diabetes, possibly Beumer and Burger's patient above men
tioned manifested a special susceptibility to lipemia in the pres
ence of only mild diabetes. Sev,eral of the patients at the Insti
tute have shown intense lipemia, and it is not evident that their 
condition was more severe or that they had eaten more fat than 
some others without lipemia. Certain patients under treatment 
were tested with heavy fat diets for other purposes and remained 
free from lipemia. On the other hand, a very few incidental 
observations seem to indicate that when there has been heavy 
lipemia, and when it and the glycosuria have been recently cleared 
up, a meal of fat may cause the plasma to remain turbid for 
more than twelve hours. The suggestiveness of these chance 
observations is strengthened by the experience with dogs, in 
which such a phenomenon certainly occurs. It may prove worth 
while to investigate whether patients react differently to such a 
test and whether it signifies a specific weakness of fat assimilation. 

Certain observations seem to indicate that in dogs the ten
dency to lipemia may vary independently of ffie other diabetic 
symptoms, and that the governing conditions are at least in part 
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experimentally controllable. The work in progress must be car-
ried further before it will be possible to decide positively con
cerning such observations or interpret their significance for the 
theory of diabetes. The gist of the matter to date is that diabetic 
lipemia ha.s been reproduced in dogs, and there are hopes that 
the possible varying grades of susceptibility shown bY' human 
patients may be experimentally imitated. 

II. :A.CIDOSIS 

The second subject for discussion in connection with the role 
of fat in diabetes is acidosis. Here the primary requirement for 
clearness is a definition, and the one adopted may be said to rest 
on three bases. 

The first of these is origin and general usage. Tihe pioneer 
workers of the Naunyn school grasped this problem broadly and 
deeply; they did the principal work that h-a.s been done, and they 
marked out the fundamental lines which all subsequent research 
has followed. Hallervorden recognized the significance of the 
increased ammonia. Stadelmann attributed coma to acid and 
suggested alkali therapy; it is noteworthy that :he used in this 
connection the term acid intoxication, not acidosis. Minkowski 
perceived the presence and meaning of' the diminished carbon 
dioxide content of the venous blood. Magnus-Levy determined 
the balance of acids and bases in the urine. But Naunyn intro
duced the term acidosis, an<;l said, '' With this word I designate 
the formation of ,8-oxybutyric acid in metabolism.'' The name 
and definition received general adoption, and have been used also 
by th� opponents of the Naunyn school who believe that the in
toxication and coma represent something other than a simple 
shift of reaction. The more recent followers of Naunyn should 
not pervert his definition, which has been acceptable to both 
parties; and even if the word must become the exclusive property 
of either faction, it is not for the losers to carry off the nomen
clature. 

-'-The second basis of definition is that of need and distinctive
ness. Diminished alkalinity, increased hydrogen ion concentra-
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tion, lowering of carbon dioxide, decrease of buffer salts, and 
(for the symptoms of these changes) acid intoxication-all these 
terms have definite meanings, and to appropriate the name 
acidosis for any one of them is merely to· create a useless synonym1

• 

No other name but acidosis �xists for the metabolic process which 
it denotes. Ketonuria and ketonemia have their accurate place 
but do not cover the ground. Possibly the word ketosis might be 
suggested ·and used for special purposes, but the change of estab
lished usage would be difficult and seems unnecessary. It may 
be urged that there are states of increase of other acids, lactic, 

' phosphoric, etc. If desired it may be fl:lasible to include these 
under a broad interpretation of acidosis, and to distinguish them 
when necessary from acetone body or diabetic acidosis. But the 

. . latter is the original and most important type, and the name 
acidosis belongs preeminently to it. 

The third ground for the definition is its. fundamental sig
nificance. Here may be seen the sound judgment of· Naunyn in 
defining on the basis of metabolism, not of reaqtion. A definition 
must be qualitative not quantitative. Criteria of reaction vary · 
with the .tests ; the finer methk>ds of today reveal changes not 
formerly perceptible, and future technic may give truer appre
ciation of the physiological bafance in the blood or may follow 
changes into the cells. But the metabolic disturbance in question 
is continuous and must be regarded as a unit. It is recognizable 
at a, time when the protective mechanisms of the body are appar
ently efficient to prevent any abnormality of reaction, and it per
sists in spite of any dosage of alkali. Furthermore, a comparison 

, with typhoid fever is illustrative. Fever is a prominent feature 
in typhoid infection and has been embodied in . the very name 
of the disease. Also, simple hyperpyrexia is a possible cause of 
death, and rightly or wrongly many physicians believe that they 
benefit patients ·and even save lives by treating this symptom 
with cold bathing or other measures. Nevertheless, the proper 
definition of typhoid fever must be in terms of infection with 
Bacillus typhosus and not in terms of fever. Similarly, the acid 
character of the products in acidosis is important and has re
ceived recognition in the name of the condition. �imple _dis-

\ 

. ' 
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placement of reaction may be a cause of intoxication and even 
death, and clinical improvement and even the saving of life may 
be achieved temporarily by the mere administration of alkali. 
But the metabolic disturbance back of it all is the real thing to be 
defined and comprehended and treated. A slight objection might 
conceivably be raised on the basis of rare cases of reported coma 
without acetone bodies. But there is the old-time answer that 
such cases though occurring in diabetes may not be diabetic 
coma; and there is no evidenc.e that a definition based on re
action would fit them any be.tter. For these reasons it seem!! 
best to retain the definition of acidosis in the original sense of 
Naunyn-namely, as that state of metabolism of which the pres
ence of abnormal quantities of the acetone bodies is the one known 
constant characteristic. 

This leads to the question of the origin of the acetone bodies. 
Their appearance was first ascribed to fermentation of carbo
hydrate, then to breakdown of body protein. More recent experi
ments with phloridzin and liver perfusions prove the possiliility 
of a partial derivation from the leucin, tyrosin, and phenylalanin 
of the protein molecule, while the greater portion of the amino
acids form glucose, and the exact status of some of them is uncer
tain. But the work of Rosenfeld, Hirschfeld, Geelmuyden, 
Magnus-Levy and others made -it apparent that the principal 
source of the acetone bodies is fat. The disposal of fat up to the 
point of its leaving the circulation and entering the cells was 
discussed under lipemia. Aside from storage, its fate in the cells 
is supposedly combustion proceeding through successive carbon 

, group's, the best accepted chemical view being the beta-oxidation 
hypothesis of Knoop, according to which butyric and ,8-oxybuty
ric acid may be normal intermediary products and excretion of 
the latter may represent merely imperfect combustion. One 
molecule of higher fatty acid could thus furnish only o�e molecule 
of ,8-oxybutyric, and Magnus-Levy calculated that the quantity 
thus available corresponds to the maximum known excretion, but 
that in some cases this demands a molecule of acetone bodies 
frolfl practically every molecule of fat burned. Acetone is a sec
ondary and chiefly abnormal product, but there is a question 
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which of the other bodies is primary. Formerly, diacetic acid 
was believed to be derived from /3-oxybutyric by oxidation, but 
Maase, Blum, Dakin, and Marriott have brought evidence that 
the reverse may be true, and that diacetic acid may be the pri
mary product formed from butyric, and 1/J-oxybutyric be derived 
from it by reduction. The orthodox belief is that 'all cells, in
cluding muscle cells, burn fat directly. Von Noorden is one of 
the very few who imagine that the mUBcles can burn only sugar, 
w.b:ich the liver forms from fat for their use, and that acetone 
body production is associated with the formation of sugar from 
fat. It is a common belief that the acetone bodies are pro
duced largely or chiefly in the liver. In Embden 's laboratory, 
perfused livers have been shown to form acetone, while kidney, 
lung, and muscle formed none ; furthermore, the livers of depan
creatized and phloridzinized dogs formed several times as much 
acetone as those of normal dogs. Also, Fischler and Kossow 
phloridzinized Eck-fistula dogs and found that these animals, 
with ligation of too portal vein and drainage of the portal blood 
directly into the vena cava instead of through the liver, showed 
less ketonuria than ordinary dogs likewise receiving 1 gram of 
phloridzin daily; but with the reversed Eck-fistula, that_ is, with 
ligation of the vena cava and drainage of its blood together with 
the portal blood through the liver, the ketonuria was increased 
above that of the controls. The experimental evidence thus 
seems strong, but it requires criticism. It would be well if more 
work were done along the lines of Fischler and Kossow, to learn 
whether their results are significant or accidental or whether 
any other conclusion is possible. Too much importance must not 
be attached to perfusion experiments or to the milligrams of 
acetone formed. It may well be conceded that liver cells are 
able to form acetone, also that acetone formation is more active 
in depancreatized and phloridzinized than in normal animals. 
But the negative experiments with mUBcle and other organs do 
not prove that they are unable to form- acetone bodies or that 
the quantity which they form is small. For example, authors 
have reported that the liver perfused with glucose forms glycogen, 
but no one has demonstrated the formation of glycogen when 
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muscles are thus perfused, and it is certain nevertheless that 
muscles in the living body form much glycogen. The function 
of the liver is primarily metabolic; perhaps for this reason it 

, gives more positive results on perfusion· than other organs in 
which the metabolic is subsidiary to other functions. At any 
rate, the reason for the close scrutiny of these experiments lies 
in tlwir disagreement with the chemical views of fat metabolism 
above mentioned. It would seem that only in the tangled field of 
diabetes could writers put together such doctrines as the pre
dominant production of acetone bodies in the liver and the chemi
cal views of Magnus-Levy and Knoop, with no consciousness of 
conflict. If there is anything like the excretion of one molecule 
of acetone bodies corresponcling to each molecule of fatty acid 
burned, and if it be claimed that any large proportion of the 
acetone bodies arises in the liver, it follows either that the liver 
is burning this same high proportion of the fat, or else that the 
muscles are burning pa.rt of their fat perfectly while the liver is 
breaking up individual fatty acid molecules into several molecules 
of acetone bodies. Von Noorden 's hypothesis is at least consistent 
on this point. But if, according to the accepted belief, cells in 
general attack the fat molecule directly, then acetone bodies are 
formed where the combustion occurs. In Woodyatt's metaphor, 
the engine ''smokes'' with acetone bodies. And since the great 
preponderance of combustion is in the muscles, it follows that 
the predominant formation of acetone bodies is in the muscles. 
Th:e only escape would be in an improbable assumption that the 
muscles burn fat to a certain point and that hypothetical products 
are conveyed from them to the liver to be formed into acetone 
bodies. The proof for the chemical theories is not absolute, but 
it seems stronger than that for the origin of acetone bodies in the 
liver. Therefore, the most probable view at present is that the 
formation of acetone bodies takes place mainly in the muscles and 
other organs and only to a minor extent in � liver. 

It is impossible in the present space to review the literature of 
acidosis or even the literature of fat-feeding, which more directly 
concerns the present topic, . It is well known that fasting human 
beings regularly show ketonuria. It is !lot generally appreciated 

i 
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how widely this phenomenon varies even in supposedly normal 
persons. Waldvogel and Brugsch observed instances in which 
fasting produced only trivial acetone excretion. Benedict's fast
ing man, eliminating approximately' 2 to 7 grams of acetone 
bodies daily, may be considered a. fair average. Th� upper ex
tremes are represented in reports by Von Noorden of excretion of 
48 grams in three days of fasting by a girl with gastric ulcer, 
by Bonniger and Mohr of excretion of over 24 grams in one d�y 
by a fasting woman, and by Gerhardt and Schlesinger of 40 
grams daily in hysterical vomiting: The available store of body 1
fat is one important factor, and Folin and Denis published a 
recent illustration of marked acidosis with symptoms in fasting 

,,. obese women. But it is not certain that this is the sole variable, 
and only a large statistical study could show whether normal 
persons of similar nutrition have inherently different suscepti
bilities to acidosis. Ketonuria likewise results from simple car
bohydrate abstinence, and fasting ketonuria is increased by pro
tein-fat diet. Protein is considered antiketogenic in normal per
sons, the glucose-forming amino-acids prevailing over the others. 
Evidence that it may give rise to ketonuria has been offered by 
Rosenbloom and Hurtley for diabetic patients and by Kirk for 
depancreatized dogs. Such an effect is possible through loss of 
the carbohydrate portion leaving the ketogenetic portion, through 
a simple stirring up of metabolism and elimination (just as a 
submaximal D: N ratlo in a fasting depancreatized dog may rise 
to maximal on feeding), and, in human patients, probably through 
aggravation of the essential diabetic process. In line with this, 
a high. protein diet is inadvisable for the average patient threat
ened with coma. Fat constitutes the essential dietary cause of 
ketonuria. in normal persons; for example, Landergren and 
Forssner thus produced excretion of some 40 grams of P-oxy
butyric acid. Attempts have been made to establish the quantity 
of carbohydrate requisite to prevent acidosis, the figures gen
erally being set at 50 to 150 grams. Geelmuyden found that more, 
perhaps 200 grams, might be necessalj' to abolish an existing 
acidosis, also th!at the quantity required varies with the quantity 
of fat in the diet. Zeller worked out a law that for prevention 
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of acidosis one molecule of sugar must burn for each two molecules 
of fat, which means the ingestion of one part of ca.rbohydrate for 
four parts of fat. Von Noorden and his followers have empha
sized the wide discrepancies between different diabetics as re
spects the relation between carbohydrate assimilation and aci
dosis: for example, Mohr's comparison between two patients 
under similar conditions, one of them excreting less than 1 gram 
of ,8-oxybutyric acid and the other over 15 grams, and his records 
of other patients with abundant ketonuria while assimilating 120 
to 150 grams of c9:rbohydrate. But Mohr mentions a similar dis
crepancy between two non-diabetics, and Forssner excreted 33 
grams of ,8-oxybutyric acid with 40 grams of carbohydrate in 
his diet. Gigon tabulates the Landergren and Forssner experi
ments to show that individual idiosyncrasy is as marked among 
non-diabetics as among diabetics. It is well recognized, as shown 
in experiments of Reich quoted by- Rosenfeld, that an initial 
ketonuria generally diminishes on continuance of the same diet. 
This behavior of normal persons is usually shown by diabetics 
who do well, and Mohr states that obese persons respond similarly. 
Folin and Denis observed that repeated fasts in obese subjects 
produce, so to speak, an "immunity" against acidosis, and the 
same has been noticed a number of times in our diabetic patients. 
A minority of diabetics develop serious acidosis on fasting, but 
when a. short period of suitable diet, even protein-fat diet, is 
interposed, no case has yet been encountered in which a second 
fast was not well borne. On the other hand the Landergren
Forssner experiments give no indication of any such ''immunity'' 
to excessive fat diet. The great lack is of normal data. The 
Eskimos are much talked a.bout but have never been studied. It 
is really unknown to ,what extent the normal human organism 
can accommodate itself to fat combustion or what proportion of 
protein or carbohydrate is the minimum necessary permanently 
to prevent acidosis. Some interesting acetone and ammonia 
figures ought soon to become available .from severely diabetic 
patients who are kept free from glycosuria for long periods on 
diets low in protein ·and carbohydrate. The fat tolerance in 
such patients seems to differ widely. The susceptibility to acidosis 
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may perhaps also be governed partly by variables such as the age 
or the level of .nutrition, whether high or .low. Even under 
identical conditions the attempt. to establish a universal rule on 
this point promises to be fruitless, for the reason that the wide
spread belief regarding acidosis as governed solely by a supposed 
ratio between fat and carbohydrate in combustion is incorrect. 
The existing evidence against it may be summarized as follows: 
( 1) the seemingly constitutional idiosyncrasies manifested by
both c;;l.iabetic and non-diabetic individuals, shown in the litera
ture; (2) the acidosis in certain infections, intoxications, liver
necroses, an'd in the cyclic vomiting and gastro-intestinal crises
studied by Howland and Marriott and others, in which deficiency
of carbohydrate seems an inadequate explanation; (3) the aci
dosis -which Taylor produced .in himself by an ash-free diet of
seventy-odd grams of protein, 120 grams o1 fat, and 200 grams
of sugar. It is well for those who think of acidosis .as necessarily
due to lack of carboh,Ydrate to bear in mind this well-authenti
cated case in which it was produced by lack of salt on a diet
adequate in protein, moderate· in fat, and liberal in carbohydrate.
Rumpf and Joslin 's idea of the importance of salts for threatened
coma may find an analogy here. The fa.ct that salt starvation
has not had this effect in other such experiments pe11haps adds
to the evidence of personal idiosyncrasy. The experiment might
bear repetition in subjects presumably disposed to acidosis, as
the obese.

Notwithstanding that fat ingestion.has been proved to create 
or increase ketonuria in both normal persons and diabetics, fat 
has r-emained the one unrestricted food in diabetes. Even 
Forssner saw reasons to justify the prevailing treatment, con
sidering that tolerance for fat is acquired, that its addition to 
protein then increases ketonuria by only a few grams, and that 
its use is prefer.able to undernutrition. Naunyn, von Noorden 
and all others have agreed that fat should be withdrawn only in 
the presence ·of threatened coma. The few writers who have 
advocate� occasional restriction of fat-nave merely favored li]1lit
ing it to the caloric requirement of a maintenance diet. The more , 
common practice has been to push fat by all possible devices 
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to the utmost limit of the digestive power, with the idea of build
ing up strength and nutrition. Another support for the fat diet 
was given in the statement that the heaviest fat feeding only 
slightly increases the combustion of fat, the surplus being stored. 
In this connection the question arose why then ketonuria should 
be increased by fat ingesti-on, and various authorities inclined to 
the view that food-fat ma:y somehow behave differently from body 
fat in metabolism. Murlin and Lusk proved that six hours after 
taking 75 grams of fat, a dog's heat produotion may be 30 per cent. 
above the basal. The protein-sparing power of fat is known to per
sist in diabetes. Therefore the absolute and relative increase in fat 
combustion now appears a sufficient explanation of the slight in
crement of ketonuria. following any single fat meal, and the sum
mation of such effects presumably accounts for the results of longer 
feeding, so that there is a,t present no evidence of a metabolic dis
tinction between food fat and body fat. The relief of diabetic aci
dosis by fasting is doubtless due not only to diminished combustion 
of fat but also to a beneficial effect of undernutrition upon the 
assimilation of all classes of food. The fact that patients with 
severe diabetes frequently become almost free from acidosis, 
under the circumstances which give rise to a very appreciable 
acidosis in normal or mildly diabetic persons, would not appear 
so paradoxical if we had adequate information concerning the 
reactions and accommodations of normal subjects under truly 
comparable conditions. The diabetics merely demonstrate a re
serve power in the human organism which normal persons could 
doubtless bring forth under an equal stimulus. Typical of the 
former treatment of diabetes has been the period wih:en the patient 
was evidently developing this power and becoming able to live 
on protein-fat cUet with little or no ketonuria; then the later 
period with heavy ketonuria, whether sugar-free on strict diet or 
glycosuric on mixed diet, and the necessary end in coma. The 
moral is that the natural or reserve powers of assimilation should 
be protected in treatment and should not be broken down by 
overfeeding with fat or any other food. The material for clinical 
experiments heretofore has comprised either fairly mild cases or 
severe cases with the usual heavy and fluctuating ketonuria. The 
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tests under. these conditions have failed to reveal the insidious 
and cumula,tive injury caused by fat. When severe cases are 
made free from glyC-OSuria and ketonuria, a material is afforded 
upon which any careful clinician can convince himself of the 
harm of excess of fat. Washing butter to remove traces of lower 
fatty acids while overwhelming the system with �at which must 
necessarily be katabolized into lower acids is one of the absurd 
practices of past treatment now abandoned. And finally it is to 
be noted that severe cases kept alive for months or years on low 
protein and carbohydrate, with glycosuria and acidosis kept up 
essentially by fat, are the cases that offer the greatest difficulty 
for successful treatment or for building up a tolerance for any 
kind of food. 

It is important to extend research on acidosis to species other 
than man. A really satisfactory reproduction of the human� 
condition is one of the greatest needs, for the very sake of the 
knowledge of how to produce it, and also for the opening up of a 
subject which always comes when it is made susceptible to ani
mal experimentation. It is also desirable to study this disorder 
in species which do not so closely imitate man, because in man 
certain features are found quite regularly associated, and are 
generally conceived as bel01iging together, and it is valuable to 
learn whether this association is inevitable, and if not, to take 
such an opportunity to study the individual factors thus sepa
rated. There is no known laboratory animal which reacts pre
cisely like man in this respect. Some apes or monkeys may be 
expected, according to Baer's findings, to show fasting ketonuria; 
but the large ones are too scarce and expensive, the smaller ones 
lack stamina, and it is doubtful if any of them can meet the 
requirements of appetite and digestion. Other species, as a rule, 
show ketonuria neither on fasting nor on protein-fat diet. A 
distinction is generally held between carnivorous and other ani-

1 mals, presumably on the assumption that animals accustomed to 
carbohydrate will have difficulty in burning fat without it, and 
on a vague generalization of the observations that dogs and cats 
are less easily subject to acidosis than man. The first thing 
learned in studying a variety of species is that this distinction 
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is wholly mythical. There are differences between species but 
none between clasJes of animals. Baer observed that herbivora 
are as immune to fasting ketonuria as the carnivora. He reported 
ketonuria in a pig on fasting but not on protein-fat diet. A 
pig which we studied at the Institute proved more resistant to 
ketonuria than any dog; and persons who may have cherished 
a secret objection tX> being classed as the metabolic brothers of the 
omnivorous pig may be gratified by our experience that no other 
mammal reacts less like 'man. On the other hand the typically 
carnivorous badger shows ketonuria, which in diabetes begins. 
almost simultaneously with the glycosuria. The dog is the best 
and most human of animals in the laboratory as elsewhere. He 
,talks with his eye!;! and tail instead of hie tongue, and there are 
some metabolic differences of similar degree. But he has told us 
so much of what we know about diabetes that it would be im
portant to find a way for him to reveal the one thing on which 
he has thus far given scanty and unsatisfactory inf �rmation, 
namely, diabetic acidosis. There is evidence that the dog stands 
ready as usual to do his part, and the fault has been with us. 
Von Noorden ·and Mohr have tried to make the matter too simple 
by affirming 1 that if a dog is kept a long time on bread diet so 
as to accustom him to carbohydrate like man and then changed 
suddenly to strict meat diet, a heavy ketonuria results. No 
experiments are cited in support of this assertion, which would 
seem to be imaginary; at any rate it is untrue, as we have found 
in a sufficient number of dogs, some of which had lived on carbo
hydrate for their entire lives. But Neubauer states the observa· 
tion that very young dogs may show ketonuria on fasting, thus 
presenting an unusually close similarity to man. Veterinary 
literature proves that dogs are susceptible not only to spontane
ous diabetes but also to the termination in coma. Fasting 
phloridzinized dogs show heavy ketonuria, and von Mering, Lusk 
and others described the limp and semi-conscious state which may 
result. Marriott demonstrated ketonemia in such animals, and 
we have found high ketonuria and low carbon dioxide in the 

1 Von Noorden, Die Zuckerkra.nkheit, 1912, p. 137. 
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terminal condition, which therefore seems truly analogous to 
diabetic coma. But as usual there are differences between phlo
ridzin poisoning and diabetes. According to Baer a phloridzin
ized dog shows ketonuria only when there is a negative nitrogen 
balance. Perhaps this is why Geelmuyden found fat to diminish 
the ketonuria: None of our experiments have dealt with nitrogen 
balance sheets, but the impression certainly is that phloridzinized 
dogs show ketonuria on diets moderate in protein and high in 
fat, and this is strongly in accord with the probabilities. The 
most important distinction lies in the effect of carbohydrate and 
protein. Benedict and Osterberg proved that protein ·feeding 
oouses a fall of 50 to 90 per cent. in the ketonuria, even though 
the D : N ratios showed that all sugar formed from protein was 
quantitatively excreted. Obviously, protein does not work such 
a transformation in diabetic patients, and these authors correctly 
concluded that great caution must be used in interpreti�g the· 
results of acidosis experiments in phloridzinized animals. The 
great majority of totally depancreatized dogs· show only slight 

\ 

ketonuria and no coma or other acidosis symptoms. Sass, using 
the Loewy-Zuntz titration method, could detect no lowering of 
alkalinity in their blood. From the large number of depancre
atized dogs in the Minkowski clinic, Allard was able to report 
several dying in coma with considerable ketonuria. Kirk notes 
some similar deaths in his pancreas-fed dogs, also a higher keton
uria when fat was fed along with pancreas. · Apparently the 
lower D: N ratio of the depancreatized dog suffices to explain the 
less marked acidosis as compared with the fasting phlor.idzinized 
dog, especially in view of the large quantities of protein katabol
ized. The great objection to totally depancreatized and Sand
meyer dogs is their cachexia and defective digestion. 

Having dogs with severe diabetes and satisfactory digestive 
power, and desiring to produce in them if possible a facsimile 
of clinical a.cidosis, it is reasonable to proceed by subjecting them 
to the same conditions as human patients. To the question whether 
successful results can thus be obtained in dogs, the experiments 
now permit answering yes; that acidosis can be regularly pro
duced in dogs not merely in one way but in three ways, of which 
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gradations and combinations exist, but which are most conveni
ently described separately, in order to show the complete imitation 
of the human phenomena. 

First we may take the classical treatment of severe diabetes. 
This has been based upon a too clever caloric conception. The 
tendency of the diabetic is to emaciate because of deficient assimi
lation. The superficially smart idea .has been to force up his 
weight by the trick of crowding calories into the diet to replace 
those lost in the urine, and of supplying these calories in the 
form of a food of which the body has only slight ability to relieve 
itself by excretion, namely, fat. The dog is an ideal subject for 
such a treatment. On the one hand, by reason of his lower D : N 
ratio, he loses less sugar than the very severe human cases, and 
he has a natural high resistance to acidosis ; on the other hand, 
he is able to digest and metabolize far more food per kilogram 
of body weight than any human being. Therefore, it is an inter
esting experiment to take a suitable dog, free from cachexia, and 
see what happens when he is forced either to hold or to gain 
weight in the presence of severe diabetes. He cannot long hold 
weight on carbohydrate or protein; the one food for the purpose 
is fat. It is like the old fancy of the irresistible force meeting'

the immovable body; and in the present instance either digestion 
or metabolism, no matter how strong, must break down. Some
times it is the former. In some dogs, ahd in any dog if the diet 
is not carefully adjusted, vomiting, diarrhea, and loss of weight 
prevent a p�rfect result. The tendency to digestive disturbances 
is like that of human patients on similar treatment. If digestion 
and absorption remain adequate, the breaking down of metab
olism is manifested by increasing acidosis. There is repugnance 
to fat and hunger for carbohydrate as in human patients, but 
the animal's wishes must be disregarded, as has been done in 
human cases, and the fat given forcibly if necessary. The highest 
fat diet is the most. quickly toxic, but excessive quantities of 
fat are not required, and both protein and carbohydrate aid 
digestion and do not interfere with the result so long as fat is 
continued. In the long run suet is probably the form of fat best 
liked and digested. Talcum powder is useful in the diet to 
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control diarrhea. For the size of dogs used, the acidosis diet 
has sometimes been 150 to 200 grams suet and 200 to 400 grams 
beef-lung, or 100 to 150 grams suet, 200 grams lung, and 50 to 
150 grams bread. Lipemia is present; th2re is malaise and de
pression of spirits as in patients with acidosis, and digestive ,
upsets increase. If the animal is well suited for the purposef if 
the diet is properly adjusted, and if there is enough day and 
night watching of all details, it can be shown that dogs thus 
go into fatal diabetic coma on full mixed diet. Dog 327 was our 
first and a very typical case. Table IV shows the clinical details 
of this final period. 

Second, we may take the customary treatment of moderate 
diabetes and illustrate it in dogs. Sup·pose that suitable opera
tion and overfeeding have produced a condition in which there is 
marked glycosuria on a kilogram of lung but sugar-freedom on 
800 grams lung, along with a fair state of nutrition and entire 
absence of ketonuria. Now place the dog on 600 to 800 grams 
lung and 100 to 200 grams suet, according to the classical m�thod. 
There is no glycosuria, weight is gained, and the condition is 
splendid for weeks and possibly months. The treatme:i;it is highly 
successful. Closer examination shows the presence of hyper
glycemia and slight ketonuria, which are usual in the patients of 
corresponding type. Glycosuria follows, illustrating the '' sponta
neous downward progress'' which the authorities describe. This 
is cleared up by a few fast-days on the Naunyn plan and the 
diet is again adjusted; it may now be 400 grams lung and 200 
grams suet. The gain in weight continues as before, with hyper
glycemia, ketonuria, and subsequent glycosuria. Again the fast
days are used and the protein diminished, so that the diet is per
haps 200 grams lung and 200 grams suet. The same cycle is re
peated. Now the dog is in splendid condition and spirits, the 
coat sleek, the appearance such that ,he might create a good 
impression out walking in the park, only he has difficulty in 
remaining sugar-free on eyen the protein minimum, and the fat 
may be pushed higher to maintain nutrition against the repeated 
fast-days. If the dog has aetually been kept fat, a fasting period 
about this time may diminish the glycosuria or it may remain 

' 
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hig,h:. The previously lively and hungry animal begins to show 
a curious little mournfulness and complete repugnance to food. 
A day or two later vomiting of clear mucus begins, and the dog 
drinks and vomits water. . Th,acetone reaction is heavy; the 
ferric chloride may be heavy or slight.· The alkali reserve of the 
blood falls low, and the complete picture of patiimts who go into 
fatal acidQsis on fasting is reproduced. ,Dogs of the type first 
described are also subject to this result of fasting if they have 
been kept fat enough, but fattening is easiest in absence of 
glycosuria. As in h�an ·patients, this form of acidosis more 
resembles the 'collapse or heart-failure type of Frerichs. The 
respiration is less typical and consciousness may be· retained 
practically to the end. The outstanding features are the nausea 
and vomiting and the profound collapse of strength. Table II 
represents the terminal stage of this condition in dog 280. 

Incidentally i.t may ·be noted that the cachexia which some
times causes an apparent suppression of sugar formation in 
fasting depancreatized dogs is absent in these severely diabetic, 
partially depancreatized animals, so that their glycosuria and 
hyperglyce�a typically persist almost or quite to the time of 
death. · · ·· · 

The third type of acidosis in dogs is exemplified by diabetic 
animals kept free froin glycosuria by regulated diet, or by those 
in which the ·amount of pancreatic tissue removed is not quite 
sufficient to give rise to diabetes. They are free from acidosis on 
protein diet or on fastiµg, but on a.· carbohydrate-free diet high in 
fat they sooner or later deveiop marked ketonuria. The protein 
ration may be governed ·by· the capacity of the stomach. Prob
ably high pratein tends to. increase susceptibility to diabetic 
glycosuria and diminish the tendency to ketonuria. These experi- ,. 
ments also may extend over·weeks or months, but we have proved 
upon many dogs that with �nough fat in the diet the result is 
invariable. The qualitative· acetone test is heavy but the quanti
tative output relatively small, generally below 1 gram. An ex
ample Qf this condition is given incidentally in the record of dog 
356 (Table V); with potentially severe diabetes. Partially de
pancreatized non-diabetic dog$ on a diet of 150 to 300 grams suet 

6" 
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and perhaps an equal amount of lung may th�ive in spite of 
ketonuria for a longer or shorter time. Ketonuria is apt to be 
slight. But the final outcome appears in one of two forms. One 
may be digestive failure and conse9uent loss of weight and 
strength, with cessation of ketonlfl'ia. In the other form the rou
tine measures against vomiting and diarrhea may succeed,, but 
the end comes with a remarkable spastic and ataxic condition, 
with terminal weakness, convulsions and death. The absence of 
ketonuria in adult normal dogs on fasting has been confirmed, 
and has been found true also on high fat diet extending over 
several months and still continuing. Tests on puppies are only 
beginning. One young collie suddenly showed a heavy acetone 
reaction after two weeks of fasting. . Hjgh fat diet was imme
diately given. On the third day of this the dog, which was 
not known to have been pregnant, aborted. This was some two 
weeks ago. The· acetone reaction with low quantitative values 
has not ceased, but the dog continues to act well. It is not known 
whether this idiosyncrasy is· present because the dog is young, or 
because of the collie breed, or because of the pregnancy. Normal 
controls flourish indefinitely, without ketonuria or with only 
traces, on the same fat-protein diet which causes acidosis in par
tially depancreatized dogs. A certain number of normal dogs 
with a sufficient preponderance of fat over protein in the diet 
develop ataxia and fatal intoxication seemingly identical with 
that of partially depancreatized dogs, but ketonuria is generally 
absent or slight. Digestion is upset in them as in the partially, 
depancreatized animals; accordingly, ketonuria cannot be attrib
uted to fatty indigestion. T.his state of intoxication will require 
subsequent mention. In partially depancreatized animals the 
sugar tolerance is diminished. If the ketonuria/be interpreted 
as a diminished fat. tolerance, it affords no evidence concerning 
the unity or plurality of the pancreatic secretion, and in absence 
of evidence the presumpti�n remains in favor of the former. 
These experiments are mainly useful as showing that a species 
which normally :has a high resistance to acidosis is made readily 
susceptible by partial pancreatectomy, and as thus furnishing 
conclusive proof that the simple balance between fats and other 
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foods does �ot alone govern ketogenesis, but that a specific internal 
function of the pancreas is at I.east one of the factors concerned. 

Of various points perhaps deserving mention, six features of 
canine acidosis will be chosen for separate consideration. First, 
there are some peculiarities of species seen in the clinical picture. 
A characteristic of human coma is that the cerebral· centers are 
anesthetized while the respiratory center is stimulated. It may 
be taken as a general rule that dogs lose consciousness less readily 
than men, and this applies to tqeir diabetic coma. They begin 
by showing weakness, drunken gait, and dyspnea especially on 
slight exertion. The symptoms increase until the- animal cannot 
stand, and the Kussmaul breathing may be typical. The corneal 
reflex is practically never lost, and even attention to surroundings 
may be preserved almost to the last. It might appear that the 
motor centers are selectively intoxicated, iintil observation show's 
there is apparent absence of pain m the exposure of bloodvessels 
or other operations, so that the sensory depression is fully equal 
to that in human coma, in which a knife-cut frequently provokes 
some response. The low blood-pressure emphasized by Ehrmann 
and the soft eyeball noted by Riesman and others have n,ot been 
tested. Diarrhea sometimes occurs with human coma; in dogs it 
is invariably present and tinged wtih dark blood. It occurs 
whether the coma is produced by feeding or fasting, by diabetes 
or by phl9ridzin. It is. therefore of metabolic, not of digestive 
origin. At autopsy the liver is typically large and fatty, and much 
fat may be present in'. the body. There is more or less venous 
engorgement of the int�stine and other viscera, which is the only 
apparent explanation o{ the bloody diarrhea, though the bowel 
contents begin to appear bleody only toward the rec.tum. 

Second, there is the·· obvious question of the influence of re
action. Toward the end'th:e carbon dioxide capacity of the plasma 
falls as in human cases, and to a quite similar level. But one 

· advantage of studying the same phenomenon in various species is
seen in the fact that in the dog it is easy to maintain normal or
supernormal alkalinity· of the blood from start to finish, or to
raise it suddenly toward the end when it has fallen. In man
this is difficult to accomplish even by the highest alkali dosage,
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but some clinicians have asserted that continuous alkalinity of 
the urine has failed to save their patients. A few p_ersona.l 
observations, and my conception of the acidosis process, have 
convinced me that this view is essentially correct. Probably the 
typical dyspnea and coma never occur in man or dog except 
with acid intoxication. Probably the upholders of the acid ·in
toxication theory of coma are correct on this point, which is, 
after all, their main contention. Where they seem to be clearly 
wtong is in the more important matter of extending this idea 
to mean that a maintenance of reaction would prevent intoxica
tion. Conceivably the secret of the improvement sometimes pro
duced by bicarbonate may lie in a.n unloading of toxic substances 
from the cells rather than in a shifting of the alkali-acid equi
librium per se. Aside from a possible,. very brief, rise in blood
pressure, sodium bicarbonate intravenously or otherwise brings 
no visible benefit to a dog dying of acidosis. Keeping the alkaline 
reserve of the plasma continuously normal by means of it or 
any form or combination of alkali salts apparently does not 
prolong the life of a diabetic dog by a single day. The experi
ments support the conception that acidosis and coma essentially 
represent an intoxication due to a specific breakdown in metab
olism, and that the tendency to alteration of reaction is only an 
incidental phenomenon. 

A third point, closely connected with this, is the ammonia 
excretion. This was considered the most reliable index of acidosis 
until the introduction of the tests of alveolar air and blood. 
Researches beginning with Walter have established that different 
species vary in their ability to protect themselves against acid 
intoxication by ammonia formation, and that the quantity of 
ammonia that can be produced is partly governed by the amount 
of protein in the diet, Owing particularly to tlnl work of Magnus
Levy and his masterly reviews of the literature, the prtWalent 
tendency is to see in the ammonia solely a reaction to acid poison
ing. Therefore, i_t is well to read the excellent' review by Ewing, 
which gives fairer consideration to other factors possibly con
cerned. Since the early work of Minkowski, Schiitz and others, 
it has seemed that the liver function is one governing factor,_ and 
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Allard, Rolly a:id others have upheld the importance of this 
element in diabetic acidosis. The dog experiments promise to 
contribute information on this point, but they q.o not yet permit 
a conclusion. Normal dogs seem regularly to show low ammonia 
notwithstanding high fat diet. One of our supposedly normal 
dogs injured its back while out for exercise, with resultant transi
tory paraplegia and subsequent polyuria. This dog thrives on 
either carbohydrate or fat, but shows low ammonia on the former 
and high ammonia on the latter. Partially depancreatized dogs 
react to fat diet with such a vigorous ammonia production that 
the urine is sometimes turned alkaline. Dog 356 ('!'able V) here 
gives one example. .Alkaline urine on protein-fat diet makes any 
experienced investigator think of cystitis. To exclude this we 
now for the m,ost part omit all catheterization and test the animals 
with a change of food or with alkali. When carbohydrate diet or, 
as with dog 356, sodium bicarbonate causes a prompt fall in the 
ammonia and rise in the N: NH

8 ratio, cystitis is considered 
improbable. It is not certain that alkali must necessarily reduce 
ammonia excretion to normal. The aID..D?-onia relations shown in 
dog 356 a.nd others would seem indicative of reaction or over
reaction to acid. Over against these are the relatively low am
monia figures a.nu high ratios in dog"327 (Table IV), notwith
standing the falling alkalinity of the blood and impending death 
in coma. '.Phe essential known difference between the animals 
is that dog 327 constantly had carbohydrate in the diet. It is 
possible that the exceptional results are accidental, and as yet we 
lack the necessary series of experiments to so.y that they are 
significant. 

The acetone bodies represent a fourth point requiring brief 
notice. In general, dogs excrete less of them per kilogram of 
body weight than human patients. It must be remembered that 
the excretion 'by human patients is generally not very high except 
under the influence of alkali therapy, and coma is possible with 
lo'w k�tonuria. The ketonemia seems to be on a par with that 
of human patients. It is as if the dog's kidney were relatively 
impermeable to acetone bodies. Also, sodium bicarbonate seems 
inefficient to sweep them out. A further distinction is that 
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acetone represents a higher proportion of the total acetone bcfdies 
than in severe human cases. There is greater similarity to the 
milder human cases in this regard. What significance it may 
have in connection with the natural difference between dog and 
man respecting . acidosis is unknown. Miss Wishart conceived 
the idea of applying the Rothera acetone test to the blood plasma. 
The test has proved very useful as a routine in the animal work. 
Ii has also given dependable results when applied to human 
patients here and in Dr. Joslin 's clinic in Boston. The significant 
color range varies from the faintest tinge up to the deepest per
manganate color. The proteins or other substances in plasma 
seem to cause no interference. The reaction appears unsuited 
for exact quantitative application, but it gives a quick, rough 
idea whether there is dangerous ketonemia. or not and whether a 
quantitative determination is worth while; and as its results do 
not always run parallel to the urinary reactions, ·it would seem 
that quiµitative tests are more valuable in the plasma than in the 
urine. Preformed acetone is actually trivial in amount, and the 
substance in blood and urine indicated by the nitroprusside test 
and commonly referred to as acetone i,s essentially aceto-acetic acid 
(Arnold; Embden and Schliep; Folin and Denis; Hurtley; Ken
naway) . Specific poisoning with acetone bodies has been the 
principal hypothesis opposed to the acid intoxication theory 
of acidosis. In denying the latter view we are not necessarily 
thrown back upon the former. ':fhe cause of damage from the 
metabolic breakdown may or may not be subject to chemical 
analysis by present known methods. The present work adds to 
the means for approaching the problem. It is possible that 
the acetone bodies may some day prove to be an index rather 
than the cause of the intoxication in acidosis. 

A fifth point for mention is the behavior of the kidney, which 
has recently been studied in human diabetics by McLean and 
more particularly by Fitz, but which time has not permitted in
vestigating in our animals. Incidental observations show that the 
usual polyuria of severely diabetic animals is generally diminished 
on high fat diet, and oliguria is frequent in spite of' high sugar 
percentages in blood and urine. For some reason thirst is lacking, 
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so the change is not altogether renal. The kidneys are some
times remarlle.bly impermeable to sugar, after sugar feeding in 
mild cases but more notably after fat feeding in severe cases, when 
it is possible to have 0.4 per cent. blood-sugar without glycosuria. 
An example is furnished by the record of dog 356 (Table V). 
Neither water nor sodium bicarbonate has been observed to cause 
edema, but the latter seems not to produce such thirst and diuresis 
in acidosis animals as in normal ones, and perhaps this is why 
acetone bodies are not swept out as in the human. .AJbuminuria 

· is common in acidosis and in simple fat intoxication, but the•few
observati'ons made have not shown casts. The kidneys of dogs
with advanced �idosis have always shown gross and microscopic
alterations as far as yet examined, the Armanni vacuolation of
certain tubule cells being the most constant. Glycogenic degen
eration described by Ehrlich has not always been demonstrable by
Best's carmine stain. From the absence of edema after nephrec
tomy and other known facts, it is doubtful if dogs are suited for
accurate imitation of the renal peculiarities of human diabetics,
but it seems probable that excessive fat ingestion has directly
or indirectly an injurious effect on the kidneys in both patients
and dogs, and that this feature is worthy of more study than we
have been able to give it.

The sixth and last point for special, mention is the general
position of fat in the dietary. Tih:e early investigations of the
total metabolism founded the conception of the· caloric require-
ment and isodynamic equivalents. A protein minimum has been
partially worked out. It has been proved that carbohydrate has
a slightly greater sparing action than fat, and particularly by
Mendel has been established the importance of individual amino

• acids for nutrition and growth. The need of salts is known, and
the so-called vitamines are a recent discovery. This practically ,
sums up the existing knowledge of nutrition. Against the preva- \
lent belief that a starving organism is benefited by whatever food
it' can obtain, should be raised the question whether this is ever
true of any non-protein food taken in quantit¥s appro&(lhing the
total caloric requirement each day. The quesilop. pertains to the
benign carbohydrate. Concerning fat there is no question. Fat
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unbalanced by adequate quantities of other foods is a poison. I\ 
should be recalled that carnivorous animals subsist largely on 
protein, and though the Eskimo consumes mµch fat, he also, 
according to the Krogh report, eats several kilograms of lean mealt 
daily. After a few days of pure fat diet the most voracious cur 
will starve to death before he will touch it further, and the more 
strictly carnivorous cat is still less tolerant of fat-rich diet. 
Against forced feeding the organism protects itself by vomiting, 
diarrhea, and remarkable cessation of absorption. No form of 
emulsification or i admixture with talcum or other inert sub
stances to give consistency resembling that of the normal ration 
avails against this toxic action. The small proportion of pro
tein contained in cream or suet gives only partial protection. 
The same result follows more slowly whenever the proportion of 
fat to protein or carbohydrate in the diet is t�o high. The craving 
of diabetic patients for carbohydrate is often illustrated in such 
dogs. It should be worth while to determine a law of balanc� for 
normal animals. Not only has the diabetic animal a specific- sensi
tiveness to fat, but on low protein ration it must be unable to 
bear as much fat as an animal on high protein. If the dang�r of 
glycosuria prevents increasing the protein, intoxication can be 
avoided by diminishing the fat. The animal is thinner but safer, 
hungry instead of nauseated. Diabetic patients have been treaited 
on protein requirement and caloric computations and on general 
experience of what they will endure. One feature of this expe
rience is that the great majority of severely diabetic patients 
acquire a repugnance to the prescribed diet and refuse·to endure 
it. By will-power they sometimes endure it for a time. Raulston 
and W oodyatt 's patient adhered for nearly three weeks to a diet 
of three eggs and 800 c.c. of 16 per cent. · cream daily. They 
employed this as a temporary measure, but such lpw protein, full 
calory diets have been the ideal of the best workers under the 
Naunyn method. The fact is that such a diet will send a diabetic 
dog into coma, and it is questionable how long•normal dogs could 
tolerate it. It thus appears that patients were right in much of 
their conduct, and their stealing of carbohydrate was not ent'irely 
due to original sin but was rather prompted by physiological 
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necessity. They live in fair comfort on moderate protein and 
little or no carbohydrate as long as the fat is kept suitably low. 
T.pey behave muc,h more rationally toward simple hunger for all 
elasse� of foods than they did toward the former excessive craving 
for carbohydrate. Lack of self-control still claims many victims, 
but the proportion of patients willing to follow diet faithfully 
has been increased by reason of the more natural balance of 
foods in the diet. 

lli. INFLUENCE ON CARBOHYDRATE UTILIZATION 

The third phase of the role of fat in diabetes to be considered 
no'Y is its influence on carbohydrate utilization, on hyperglycemia 
and glycosuria. 

The literature on this subject is scanty. A small number of 
writers believe it probable that sugar is formed from fat, A 
somewhat greater number; including Magnus-Levy, admit thE' 
possibility. The great majority recognize the occurrence of such 
a process in .plants, but find no evidence of it in animals. At
tempts have been made to demonstrate it in animal experiments, 
but these have failed so completely that they are not worth 
reviewing; whereas, on the other hand, the non-increase of sugar 
after fat feeding, the dextrose-nitrogen ratio, and the respiratory 
quotient, as found by Lusk and others, offer seemingly conclusivE' 
proof of the absence of such a transformation in the ir�tense 
sugar�hunger of phloridzin-poisoning. Although Donkin insiste<l 
on skim milk for his milk cure, and that cream spoiled ii, the first 
to assert that fat increases diabetic glycosuria was Lichtheim, 
whose perfectly correct statement is mentioned with disappro'!al 
by Weintraud. Weintraud argued that even'. if fat should in eer
'tain eases·cause the excretion of a few grams of extra sugar, the 
food value of the fat is far greater than this, so there is clear 
benefit. This has reP1ained the position of the Naunyn school. 
Lenne, von Noorden ·anci others, who hold extreme views of con
vetsion of fat into sugar, nevertheless use fat to make up a. full 
caloric ration. Von Noorden 1'.\onfesses to prescribing fat perhaps 
more liberally than anybody else. He and Falta am\ other pupils 
mention occasional so-called" fat-sensitive" patients "'hose glyeo-
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suria is increased by· fat feeding; but this effect is said to follow 
only the ·overnutrition produced by excessive fat ingestion, and 
fat in the quantitie� practically emp\oyed is held not to increase 
glycosuria, because if it were withheld its place in metabolism 
would supposedly be filled by body-fat. I have reviewed else
where reports of dextrose-nitrogen ratios · supposedly proving 
sugar formation from fat in diabetic patients, but actually prov
ing they were not adequately watched ;.also the other observations 
from Griesinger down to Benedict and Joslin and Du Bois demon
strating that no higher dextrose-nitrogen ratios than Lusk's 3.65 
value are found in even the severest clinical diabetes; and the 
respiratory quotients further assure the no�-forination of sli�ar 
from fat. In view of the general acceptance of these facts, it is 
natural that the' possibility of increase of glycosuria from fat 
feeding should be generally ignored. If an occasional voice asserts 
from. time to time that fat increases glycosuria,. -the protest is 
directed only against fat rations considered excessive, and ·only 
the most slight and transitory undernutrition has been ·counte-
nanced by SUCh authors. 

It is likewise natural that the glycosuria attributed to fat 
should be small, and that the so-called sensitiveness should be 
appare:itt in relatively few cases: The effect of fat'"'was above 
characterized as insidious and cm:n,ulative, even with respect to 
the acetone bodies which are formed from fat; and at least an 
equally occult influeD;ce should be anticipated with respect to 
sugar, which seemingly is not formed directly from the fat itself. 
Its �ction, though �ot absent in mild cases, is necessarily difficult 
to demonstrate. The ,heavy and variable glycosuria of average 
severe cases and the already maximal output in the extreme cases, 
hopelessly mask the effect of fat, which therefore is only demon
strable rather doubtfully in an intermediate group. Once more 
the severe cases freed from glycosuria an.d acidosis afford the best 

. , , 

clinical experimental material. Dr. Fitz has been performing 
some experiments of this type, with unusually complete laboratory 
observations. One of his protocols is here reproduced (Table 
VII). The patient, who developed diabetes at the age of fifteen, 
is now nineteen, and ihas been under treatment at the Institute 

. I 



Date, 
1918. 

:-� 
7- 8 
8-9 
9-10 

1�11 
11-12 
lt-13 
13-14. 
14-15 
11H6 
l&-17 
17-18 
18-19 
1 ... 20 
:»-21 
21-22 
22-23 
28-2' 
24-25 
2&-26 
26-27 
27-28 
28-29 

TABLE VI.-DOG � (PARTIALLY DEPANCREATIZED). 

Blood.i 

Total Total 
Pluma Hb., CO., acetone.• fat, Volume, 
T' % I� mcm- per plaama, o.o. 

100 0.0., % Vol 

0.285 82 .1:1 sa:2 
.. 1731 

o:586 
1302 

O.Q'TO 
106 

51,0 9'.6 1178 
0.260 61.0 38.4. 

o:586 
1900 

0.232 92 .. 18.6 800 
0.20t .. .. ... 8 0.683 630 

0.286 103 ai:8 110:1 
... 

� 
0."400 0.364 95 40.4 - 23.4. 70. 

0.260 96 31.9 80.4. 0.290 646 
0.377 96 31.9 

•i:o 
2.380 1030 

0,322 
90 

111.9 
1.'840 

1800 
0,386 38.6 30,6 820 

0.276 
.. 

ao:o n:2 o.'fto 
23.'SOt 

51 
662 

0.263 
ai:s 

41 .. 1 0.765 406 
0.296 35 39.8 0.1191 515· 

o.':i1• 39 34'.7 36:9 0.'826 
684 
82()-

0.314 26 40.9 29.2 1.090 686 
0.237 48,1 

oo'.3 o.'i35 
680 

0.256 25 60.5 390 
0.354 22 64.8 26.2 0.895 675' 

i Blood drawn twenty-(QU1' boun aCter Ceedina, 
' 

-
-

Urine.f 

Total Total 
Weicht, Diet. Remarks. 

Supr, 
Ammonia N :NJL.N D:N q.

-wne.• 
SID-

nitropn, nitrocen, 
ratio. ratio. 

mcm. gm. gm. 
I 

360.0 48.5 .. .. .. .. . . 
2'8.0 •3.• 

5.30 
.. . .. .. 

10:1 
10011n. lung; 100 gm. auet; 

•ifi.o 
60.8 .. .. .. 100 llll• bread 
80.0 7.40 

o:« 
' 

10.71 
.. ... ·-

130.6 62.0 4.:71 
2:45 

.. 
13":9 23.3 9.60 0.85 11.18 .. 
1191.0 19.1 8.65 1.23 7.0. %.21 .. .00 llll, lun1; 100 1m. auet. 
1196.0 32:1 11.40 1.61 7.08 2.82 

10.0 182.4. 22.8 9.10 0.91 10.00 2.60 
12'.8 19.4 8.30 0.84 9.88 2.34 

li:11 22-i.9 35.2 9.27 1.40 6.63 .. 
195.1 72.0 10.80 1.62 6.68 .. 9.70 40011n. lun1; lOOgm.auet; 
288.0 41.0 9.50 0.82 11.68 .. 9.80 100 1m. bread Duk diarrhea • 
742.1 47.0 10 . .10 1.22 8.30 .. 

9.76 119.6 49.2 8.15 0.76 10.72 .. 
116:7 13.2 

1:fo 
0.67 

10.00 2:53 
·9.50 

226.6 19.6 0.77 '9.'50 Unwell· entire diet forced. 
163;8 10.7 JS.95 0.73 8.15 1.80 9.07 Eata all diet r,romptlr. . 
316.8 28.7 8.60 0.90 9.56 3.34 9.30 400 am.lun1;2001m. auet. Seriously ill; ed forcibly. 
332.2 15.6 6.65 0.82 8.12 2.35 9. l:O l 5 .U:. sodium bicarbonate. 214.5 14.3 9.85 0.88 11.15 1.45 

8
°
.75 170.0 7.2 6.00 1.88" 3.19 1.20 

230.9 14.1 6.75 -1�596 4.25 2.09 8.51 Not led ood condition and spirits. 

f Catheterised w aeparate diet perioda. * Total acetono bodies u acetone. t Water 1pilled. 
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Date. Urea 11110. 
nitropn, 

�per1 o.o.

Sep,. 29-30 .. ,30- 1 .. 
Oot. 1- 2 .. 

2- 3 . .. 
3- 4 
4- 6 6.9 
6- 6 .. 
0- 7 .. 
7- 8 .. 
8- 9

i.o9-10
10-11 ..
11-12 .. 
12-13 .. 
13-14 .. 
14-16 .. 
16-16 
10-17 0.9 
11..:13 
1$ 8.4 

-- -

-

' 

TABLB Vil 

Blood. 

Pluma Total acetone.• Pluma S
T.

Pluma. Volume, 

�.per 
cblorlde. CO,. . c.c. nitroaen, 

% 
�,y. 

cm.ic.c. % 

26 0.694 0:20& GS.O 4150 4.31 
.. .. .. .. 3235 7.14 

3380 8.00 
33 0.006 o.'i12 66:4 3560 8.� 

3765 9.08 
25 !):693 o.'t•s oo:a 3970 8.65 

3995 7.·75 

-� 0.588 0:102 67:4 3360 8.30 
.. .. .. 31195 9.67 

3745 10.70
26

.. 
0.204 ea:o .. 3555 9.70 

3835 10.25 
24 o:1182 o.'1a2 '68:8 3530 8.26

3200 9.71 
25 0.'581 0:200 66:9 3270 7.64 

3465 10.60 
28 o.'588 0:116 6i:2 3120 12.25 
.. .. .. .. 3140' 12.20 

30 o.'ss1 o.'221 59:8 
3330 10.20 
.. .. 

t Entire experiment by lli. Fits. • Total acetone bod 
• 300 1m. thrice-boiled ve1etablea daily not reckoned; allo 31 

� 

' 

i'iPATIENT B. D. P.t· 
-

Urille 

,we1&11,. 
IUllonia N :NB.-N AeetoM,• a.larlde, Baaar. q. Protein, � ratio. pi. cm. cm- cm. 
1111\, 

0'.M 7.96 1.67 12.85 � 81.8 7.4 
).94 7.60 2.66 6.95 Nee. 86.4 33.0 
�.98 8.16 2.72 8.80 .. 36.l 40.0 
1.00 8.00 2.43 8.20 u 36.l 40.0

,0.94 9.65 l.86 10.00 u 36.l 40.0 
0.95 9.10 2.01 18.30 u 36.1 40.0 
1.00 7.76 2.62 11.80 .. 36.0 40.0 
1.44 6.76 

2:24 
11.30 36.6 40.0 

0.93 10.40 7.74 .. 36.9 40.0 
1.05 10.20 1.63 11.60 " 35.8 40.0 
0.89 10.90 1.48 11.90 .. 35.9 40.0 
0.84 12.20 0.96 12.45 .. 35.8 40.0 
0.84 9.86 1.35 11.12 .. 35.6 40.0 
0.95 10.21 1.64 9.37 � 35.6 40.0 
1.18 11.60 2.50 8.82 35.5 40.0 
1.18 9.00 3.46 10.39 " 35.6 40.0 
1.34 9.15 4.40 8.26 1.85 35.4 40.0 
1.48 8.25 2.86 10.98 21.32 35.6 40.0 
1.63 6.25 4.16 8.66 13.32 35.7 40.0 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

as acetone. t Note increased nitrogen output"" rat ia increased. 
lc.c. soup daily, eontainin11.5 gm. N., not included in the protein 6guree. 

. 

-
�-· 

Fat. CaJc. Niiel,
cm lee. pa. 

13..6 150 10 
34.0 450 10 
47.0 606 10 
52.0 650 10. 
57.5 700 10 
63.6 750 10 
68·.6 800 10 
73.5 850 10 
80.0 900 10 
85.1 955 10 
00.0 1000 10 
95.0 1050 10

100.0 1100 10 
105.0 1150 10 
110.0 1200 10 
115.0 1250 10 
120.0 JI()() 10 
120.0 1300 10 
120.0 1300 10 

Faatint ,, 
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for two years. She represents one of the cases in which tolerance 
is built up very slowly and with diffi�ulty, and on account of 
tenement environment she loses in a .few weeks at home as much 
as is gained in months at the hospital. Her general condition 
and power of assimilation are therefore known by 'long experi
ence. The record begins with high blood-sugar produced by a 
slightly excessive previous diet. The diet through.out contained 
a fixed quap.tity of thrice-boiled vegetables, but no other possible 
source of �arbohydrate. The procedure consisted in keeping the 
protein.intake constant and increasing the fat by about 5 grams 
daily. TM peculiarities concerning chlorides and other features 
will be discussed by Dr. Fitz elsewhere. The ketone and ammonia 
excretion increased moderately. The blood sugar first fell, th�n 
rose, as the fat was increased. The patient felt better on the 
hlgher .fat. Such well-being is transitory. Glycosuria appeared 
in traces and increased to 21 grams. High glycosuria and acidosis 
can be produced by continuing such an experiment, but safety 
required checking the injury here by a fast-day. It is feasible in 
selected cases to show that the symptoms subside on simple omis
sion or reduction of fat. This patient is an example of t�ose who 
can demonstrably live in fair comfort and nutrition for at least 
several years on low diet almost or absolutely free from carbo
hydrate, but who would die i:ather promptly if the traditional 
building-up process with fat were attempted. 

'l'he earljest experiments showing the benefits of continued 
reduced nutritional level in diabetes were performed on dogs. 
Notwithstanding the evident clinical'results in severe cases, there 
remai� physicians who, conceding that such methods may _be use
ful for such cases, find in their experience that patients feel best 
on liberal nutrition, and see no harm in allowing plenty of fat in 
the cases in which· no immediate injury is perceptible. Also, 
there are other clinicians who hold that alleged radical differences 
between diabetic patients prevent drawing general conclusions 
or treating according to a unified broad conception, and who 
emphasize spontaneous fluctuations due to infections or other 

.,. cl.uses, and who try to draw dist4lctions between the properties of 
various kinds of fats, and-who maintain the comfortable inter-
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pretation that bad results under their methods are due to a pro-
, gressive downward tendency inherent in the condition itself. 
By choosing the severest cases obtainable and including the poor 
and ignorant we have made a high death-rate inevitable. Fur
thermore, our own management has not been perfect, and we have 
sometimes given too high diets and committed other mistakes. 
This record might be pointed to in support of the allegation that 
while fasting is good for coma, and has in fa.ct been employed 
by others previously, the end result is the same anyhow, and in 
deciding between coma and starvation it is better to choose the 
former and keep the patients as comfortable as possible. In de
fense we might point to the very high proportion of these patients 
apparently saved and improving and enjoying even comfort and 
usefulness in cases and to an extent apparently impossible under 
An'Y former methods. Certainly the experience of the great 
majority of specialists and general practitioners has declared 
favorably for the beneti.ts of the new plan, and it would not be 
possible for a treatment to receive a more_ cordial reception by 
the medical profession. But both the permanent establishment 
of the p�actical treatment on a basis not 13haken by every wind 
of doctrine, and the full determination of the theoretical and 
scientific significance of the changes thus produced in the dia
betic condition, require a clear demonstration of the principles 
at issue in animal experiments, in which all extraneous and acci
dental factors can be excluded, and facts concerning the role of 
fat in relation to diabetic glycosuria and carbohydrate metabolism 
can be proved I by methods beyond the scope of the personal'·
equation. 

The first step in such an investigation is to define the poten
tialities of the experimental material. The material consists of 
dogs or other animals with injury of assimilation produced by a 
surgical resection. They are seemingly free from variations due 
to heredity or the innate tendencies ascribed to human patients. 
Their special peculiarities and possibilities must be learned. 
Glycosuria is more liable to cease spontaneously in cats than in 
dogs, apparently owing to a slower tendency to degeneration and 
a greater power of recovery in their exhausted islets. Thiroloix 
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and Jacob first announced that mildly diabetic dogs may be sent 
into � severe fatal form by carbohydrate overfeeding,· like 
human patients, but they gave no description of controls, and 
their observations were apparently not long enough to reveal 
the final fate' of the dogs not fed on carbohydrate. On first 
com,ing to the Rockefeller Institute over three years ago, I set 
apart some of the first dogs for prolonged experiments covering 
this point. Some were to be subjected to successive removal of 
small pancreatic fragments for microscopic and other purposes. 
Others after one initial operation were merely kept on certain 
diets. Shorter tests under a year in length were performed on 
other dogs and other species. No anima�s succumbed to operation, 
but a number to the environment. The :finished series is not as 
perfect as planned, but is adequate for decisive results. The 
proportion of the pancreas which must be removed to produce 
a given grade of diabetes is fairly constant in a given species, 
though the rare individual exceptions are sometimes marked. 
There are great differences between species, which are inde
pende�t of the natural sugar tolerance, diet, pancreatic structure., 
or any other known factors. The general tendency of the pan
creas is to hypertrophy after partial ablation, most markedly in 
young animals, as Homans stated. Extirpation to any point 
short of producing diabetes causes no tendency to degeneration 
of the remnant or to downward progress clinically. When the 
operation is sufficient for mild diabetes, the food tolerance as 
ascertained after allowing a few weeks for recovery from trauma 
will generally 1hold good for a number of months on suitable diet. 
There is a tendency to some gain in tolerance, but this is usually 
easy to break down. It is hard to distinguish the true from a 
false gain in tolerance, characterized by hyperglycemia without 
glycosuria. Previous authors have reported this phenomenon 
after repetitions of adrenalin and in old human diabetes. It is 
present at a certain stage of overfeeding with sugar, protein, or 
fat. Part of it may represent renal damage, but a part is probably 
some reaction connected with the basic nature of diabetes. 
Within proper limits the animals are very valuable for testing 
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the effects of all sorts of agencies upon the carbohydrate and 
other assimilation and for distinguishing between diabetes and 
accidental glycosuria. The downward progress conclusively 
shown by feeding beyond the tolerance with carbohydrate or 
protein has been previously outlined. The experiments of feed
ing within the apparent tolerance have been only recently coming 
to completion. Dogs with a limited carbohydrate tolerance, when 
kept long enough at normal weight with: carbohydrate below the 
limit, or on lean meat only, or on mixed lean and fat, finally show 
a gradual fall in tolerance, and all but one of the animals of this 
series have died of diabetes. The remaining one, now on a pro
tein-fat ration, not only has lost all carbohydrate tolerance but 
shows active diabetes in the form of constant hyperglycemia 
and ketonuria. There is no reason ·why diabetes in an Eskimo 
should not begin in this way, but the ordinary hum.an diet is such 
that glycosuria precedes ketonuria. The, sudden or slow onset 
of human diabetes can be imitated in dogs. Several interesting 
examples of apparent onset after traumatism have occurred, in 
which it is evident that th� trauma mer�ly made active a latent 
diabetes. This does not exclude the possibility that trauma alone 
may sometimes cause diabetes in man, any more than the absence· 
of any observed association between diabetes and infection in dogs 
contradicts the demonstrated facts that infections aggravate 
human diabetes and that patients have been known to acquire 
diabetes wi_th an infection and recover completely after the infec
tion. The experiments prove that the ingestion of excessive car
bohydrate or protein does not create diabetes but merely hastens 
its active onset. When the underlying tendency is slight enough, 
indulgence, or avoidance of dietary excess may be a deciding 
factor. These, in conjunction with former experiments, make 
it seem probable that luxus consumption of carbohydrate, nerve
strain, and other controllable influences may affect the inciq_ence 
of diabetes by bringing out latent diabetic tendencies in a 
population. 

The investigation of the role of fat in relation to glycosuria 
was undertaken along several lines. The proportion of pancreas 
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which must be removed to induce diabetes in fat and thin 2 dogs 
cannot be shown to differ beyond the limits of experimental error 
and individual variation. The essential experiments consisted in 
depancreatizing dogs so that severe diabetes came on with or 
without overfeeding, and proving that the glycosuria could be 
stopped by fasting and kept absent on low diet at subnormal 
weight, while addition of fat to the diet brought on gain of weight. 
and cqnsequent glycosuria. These were the experiments upon 
which the undernutrition treatment was founded. The require
ment was to make them conclusive. Accidental factors must be 
excluded, and it must be established whether the downward prog
ress of such dogs is prevented or merely delayed. One possible 
method is to compare a sufficient series of undernourished dogs 
with the well-nourished dogs and learn which live longest and how 
the tolerance behaves. This was done, and in several under-

, nourished animals a gratifying improvement of protein assimila
tion was observed, in contrast -to the downward tendency in the 
ontrols. But the undernourished animals fell victims to labora

tory environment, and the attempt had to be repeated. The 
longest duration was one year, with continued gain in tolerance 
and strength, which is not without importance. The under
nourished state cannot be blamed for causes of death such as 
rabies, and badly undernourished street curs appear hardy. But 
in consequence of the accidents, none of these experiments were 
long enough to found a fully decisive comparison. The ideal 
procedure would be to keep dogs sugar-free for a period on a 
given diet, then fatten the same dogs by adding only fat to the 
diet and show that glycosuria ensues, and then remove or diminish 
the fat and prove that glycosuria ceases and tolerance is raised. 
These experiments also were long, and were carried to the•point 
where the obese dogs developed glycosuria. The� were the first 
deaths in coma, which were important in opening up the study 
of acidosis, but highly inconvenient in the present connecti<�n 
through spoil�ng the chance of showing that the identical animals 

• " Thln," in the ordinary sense, opposed to obese. Long fasting or
extreme under�utrition makes a decided difference. 
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could be free from diabetes at reduced weight. On the whole. 
the experiments along these lines were of a difficult and dis
appointing character, such as one would not wish to go through 
with again. Large pancreas remnants were requisite, in order 
that the dogs might retain appetite and digestion for fat. Ani
mals must be chosen voracious enough to take hundreds of grams 
of sugar to break down their tolerance, and later to consume 
enough fat with restricted protein to bec01µe obese, as most dogs 
will not do. The preparatory period of suga,r-freedom and fixing 
ihe tolerance was tedious, and after some months the dog might 
refuse to eat enough for fattening and have to be used for some 
other purpose. Few laboratories could be expected to. repeat 
such experiments, and the outcome would still be subject to a 
personal factor. The results of briefer tests were in apparent 
contradiction to the longer experiments. Addition of fat to a 
diet ca�es a distinct depression of blood-sugar during digestion, 
confirming Jacobsen's findings in human patients. Dog 386 
gives an example; Table VIII shows how the blood-sugar was 
lower in every instance on protein plus fat than on the same 
quantity of protein alone. Intravenous glucose injections do not 
occasion higher glycosuria during alimentary lipemia than during 
fasting. The reports of Blum and Roubitschek that fat feeding 
increases adrenalin glycosuria could .not be confirmed. The first 
part of the record of dog 356 (Table V) shows how feeding of 
only suet diminished the hyperglycemia in an animal with potenti
ally se'Vere diabetes. Even in the severest active diabetes the feed
ing of pure fat does not increase hyperglycemia or glycosuria. This 
statement is not altered by the experience that under some cir
cumstances dogs with severe diabetes show a striking increase of 
blood-sugar after receiving fat; but though this increase m,ay con
tinue for several hours it may begin almost immediately, therefore 
is o�viously not due to anything derived from the fat; and this 
view was confirmed by finding that an equal amount of kaolin or 
talcum powder has the same effect. It will be noticed that all the 
experiments of this order are inimical to the idea of sugar 
formation directly from fat. In the face of all the uncertainties · 
and contradictions, there was a distinct belief that the long ex-
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periments pointed to fat feeding as a potent factor foz: producing 
diabetic glycosuria; but the question remained how to make this 
a positive conclusion instead of a personal impression. 

Two changes were introduced. First, a slight increase in the 
staff permitted following the blood-sugar more satisfactorily. 
Second, independence of the dog's caprice was gained by forcible 
feeding when necessary. The appetite of diabetic patients has 
never been the guide to their diet. Fat ,bas been given to them 
disguised by all the arts of cook�ry, and in addition they have 
been ordered to drink olive oil and otherwise consume fat beyond 
their desire. It has not been found possible to fool the instincts 
and senses of dogs when they begin to revolt at fat, but it is 
feasible to stuff down a ration exceeding what most dogs will 
continue to eat voluntarily, and if· properly planned it is well 
digested and absorbed. Since the highest fat gives the quickest 
results, the experiments are thus compressed into a few weeks or 
months and are convenient to repeat. The numerous controls show 
the absence of any similar results in dogs not subjected to the 
fattening process. At the same time successful experiments in 
which greedy dogs ate everything voluntarily show that the 
forcible feeding is responsible for no difference; and earlier ex
periences (above described) prove that·the same thing happens 
when the ration is more moderate, only the time required is 
longer. Two examples of the recent type of experiments are 
here shown. 

Dog 356 (Table V) underwent operation on July 13, which 
left a remnant of one-eighth to one-ninth of the pancreas. The 
tolerance was broken down by feeding, so that it was slightly 
below one kilogram of lung; that is, on feeding this quantity, 
glycosuria remained absent until the third day, then was 2.85 
per cent. It was cleared up by ·two days of fasting; then on 
August 21 a diet lower in protein but higher in calories was 
given, namely, 400 grams lung and 200 grams suet. This dog 
had been in barely medium condition at her original weight of 
15 kilos. The preparatory stage had reduced her to 11 kilos. 
The greatly undernourished dog ate all the suet eagerly, and 
tolerated this excessive ration without glycosuria, until on 
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August 25 glycosuria of 2.6 grams appeared, with a fasting blood
sugar of 0.2 per cent. Here, lung was omitted, and 400, then 300, 
then 200 grams of suet- fed. Under this huge caloric intake, 
glycosuria ceased and the blood-sugar -rapidly foll, giving no sign 

of sugar formation from fat. The protein was then cut far below 
the tolerance, and the ·fat diminished to what the dog could dige_st 
regularly. The normal plasma sugars from September 6 to 11 
show that this diet of 150 grams lung and· 200 grams suet was 
well within the tolerance at that time. Weight was steadily 
gained and the blood-sugar rose in' parallel, while ketonuria and 
lipemia developed. The plasma sugar values on September 28 
and 29 without glycosuria illustrate the renal impermeability 
under these conditions. On September 30 glycosuria developed. 
The diet at this time was changed to 200 grams lung, being 
approximately the former protem intake with mission of fat; 
and it was hoped that the course might thus be changed for the 
better. But the evil that fat does lives after it. A patient threat
ened with coma may not necessarily clear up if given a ·protein 
ration such as ·he subsequently may come to tolerate well after 
fasting; and when the injurious effect of fat has been pushed 
to this extreme point in diabetic dogs they are narrowly saved by 
using the same treatment as for human patients, .although if the 
program had been changed earlier the simple omission of fat 
mig-ht suffice to reverse the progress. Accordingly, this dog was 
promptly fasted and there was prompt cessation of glycosuria 
and ketonuria. Low diet changed the condition so that the 
weight on November 3 was only 8.15 kilos, and 200 grams lung 
without fat caused no glycosuria, though the plasma sugar was 
0.2 per cent., showing this ration to be still excessive. This is an 
example of treatment of severe diabetes by marked unde�u
trition. When the dog was four kilos below medium ..weight, the 
attempt to fatten her up to 3 kilos below the w�ight precipitated 
a dangerous diabetic outbJ::eak, even though the gain was accom
plished by addition of pure fat and there is no indication that 
�ugar is formed from the fat. Not the kind of food given, but 
precisely the gain in weight above what the assimilative function 
is able to carry, is the ... cause of the breakdown in such dogs and 
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in corresponding human patients. Life is saved by reducing the 
body mass to what the assimilative power is able to maiiitain, 
and if the sparing is adequate,_ more or less recovery of the 
function follows in all dogs and in the great majority of human 
patients. Suc,h an undernourished state as required in this ani
mal, though unpleasant in dog or man, affords the sole means 
available noi only for ·averting impending dea:th but also for 
opening the way to a better state. The diabetic has not the 
choice of a short and merry life versus a long and miserable one. 
By overtaxing his assimilation he brings on both· shortness and 
misery of existence. These very thin dogs are stronger and 
happier than the fatter animals with glycosuria and acidosis: 
and the treatment of fasting and undernutrition for patients has 
brought not only improvement from the standpoint of laboratory 

· analyses and expectation of lif�, but also comfort and usefulness
and freedom from a multitude of complicating afflictions to a
degree never before known.

In other animals as thin as this and with an equally low toler
ance, in which the breakdown was ·produced by carbohydrate or
protein, treatment by undernutrition has resulted in steady im
provement, as manifested by ability to endure more food and
more weight up to a necessary limit. Injury from fat is more
lasting and dangerous, presumably because less obvious, so that
the harmful process is at work unseen for a considerable time
before treatment is applied. This dog 356 finally died in extreme
emaciation after a course apparently representing spontaneous
downward progress. It furnishes an exact 'parallel to the type of
patients who finally die in spite of treatment, through failing to
gain enough assimilative function to support life.

The graphic record of dog 386 (Table VIII) gives a different
example of the same principle. The dog came to the laboratory
fat at a weight of 15 kilos, and the· operation on April 28 left a
remnant of only one-twelfth to one-thirteenth of the pancreas.
Thus the tendency to diabetes was made more pronounced than
in the preceding dog ; but in consequence of more careful diet,
for a longer period, the actual assimilation and condition were
better. 'Dhe tolerance was approximately 800 grams lung, which
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caused slight glycosuria on August 10, when the dog weighed 
11.8 kilos, and no glycosuria on September 15, when the weight 
was about a kilo less. Meanwhile the r�ar -diet was 400 grams 
lung, which was tolerated for a month without a trace of gly
coeuria. On September 18 the diet was changed to 350 grams 
lung and 150 to 250 grams suet, which was continued except 
for a few test days for just a month. The animal behaved splen
didly, enjoyed the diet throughout, and permitted a flawless 
experiment. The chart shows that at the outset the only indi
cation of severe diabetes in a dog which seemed so beautifully 
healthy was the fact that protein feeding caused regula_rly a 
,rise of blood-sugar like that produced by a 'large amount of 
carbohydrate normally. This is an interesting peculiarity of such 
animals. Not only the 400 grams of lung on September 5 and 6 
was well borne, but also the 800 grams on Septem1'cr 15 an.cl 16 
caused no hyperglycemia greater than 0.13 per cent., thus proving 
the assimilation. Then the fat was added to the diet and the 
weight progressively rose. The chart shows how the fasting 
values for the plasma sugar were constantly within normal limits 
on the protein diet, �'!so that·where the plasma sugar was deter
mined hourly or two-hourly after feeding, the curve after protein 
plus fat was invariably lower than after the same quantity of 
protein alone. Nevertheless, as the weight rose the sugar curves 
also rose. On October 17 the regular protein-fat diet did not 
suffice for glycosuria, but on the next day the simple omission 
of the fat sent the plasma sugar so much higher that a glycosuria 

, of 1.21 grams resulted. The attempt to carry this experiment 
through"with'Out fasting was unsuccessful, but on the uskl treat
ment the glycosuria and the ketonuria also present· promptly 
cleared up. On a low diet of protein the weight was brought 
down to 11.7 kilos, and a test on November 3 showed a f>sting 
plasma-sugar of only 0.1 per cent. which rose only to 0.118 pe,r 
cent. without glycosuria on the identical protein intake as before. 
As stated, the operatively produced tendency to diabetes is greater 
in this dog than in dog 356, but this one represents a case �ken 
before it is so far advanced. '!'his animal· can be kept healthy 
and happy at as high a weight as necessary for either strength 
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or symmetry. Obesity would bring on diabetes irrespective of 
. the kind of food that produced the obesity. 

In· these and similar experiments one incidental observation 
is that the blood-sugar is not an infallible criterion for prognosis. 
It may be within normal limits both before and after meals on a 

· diet which nevertheless is destined to make trouble later. Also, a
very high level of blood-sugar may persist for a considerable time
after wiser treatment has changed the direction of progress, so
that hyperglycemia does not of itself demonstrate a breaking
strain of assimilation or preclude improvement. A more broadly
important lesson is that the age-long search of chemists for a
magic food which diabetics shall assimilate perfectly is as vain
as earlier quests of the holy grail or the fountain of youth or the
philosopher's stone. · What the diabetic organism is unable to
assimilate without restr�ction is not any particular kind of food,
but food as such. From this st_andpoint all the attempts from
the earliest ones with glycerin and lactic acid and levulose down
to Rosenfeld 's lactone and Grafe 's caramel may be judged to
gether and the true reason of their failure appreciated. It is not
necessary to conclude that any component of fat is changed
into sugar. Although Cremer and Lti�hje proved the formation
of sugar from glycerin, von Mering first and Lusk more exactly
showed that fat feeding does not affect phloridzin glycosuria, and
the latter found further that work, which increases fat catab
olism, does not alter the D : N ratio, so there is entire lack of
evidence that glycerin is split off from fat to form sugar. It may
be significant that the experiments and. theories of Embden,
Neuberg, Dakin, Ringer and Woodyatt, however differing in
details, stand in agreement r·egard1ng the conception of a merging
and equilibrium of chemical products from different sources.
It is known that certain substances participating in intermediary
metabolism are chemically derivable from either protein, fat, or
carbohydrate. Apart from the actual interconversion on a large
scale possible between some of these substances, as amino-acids
and sugar, it is conceivable that the mere glut of any products
is a hindrance to either the anabolism or the katabolism of other
products. In such embarrassment of the cells there are certain
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substances which most readily escape into the blood and urine; 
but it must not be concluded from this fact that the diabetic 
fault of assimilation is limited to sugar (as apparently in phlorid
zin poisoning) or that the intoxication of acidosis is merely due 
to the acetone bodies. Wells near the se;tshore rise and fall 
with the tide, not because any fresh water is derived from the 
ocean, but because the drainage of the underground streams i(! 
blocked in proportion as the tide is high. Such a comparison 
may explain the production of diabetic glycosuria by fat for 
those who do not believe in the derivation of sugar from fat. The 
primarily ketogenetic and secondarily glycosuric action of fat and 
the ·primarily glycosuric and secondarily ketogenetic action ,of 
carbohydrate are in accord with this speculation. Janney's in
vestigations of proteins cannot show that any amino-acids are 
harmless, but ·may indicate whi0h of them are preferable in cases 
in which the principal immediate tendency is to glycosuria and in 
others in which the existing tendency is to acidosis. 

The most import;ant fact shown by this series of experiments 
is that the appearance of spontaneous downward progress ob
served in human patients can be exactly imitated in dogs. It is 
possible that further factors, notably occasional infections, may 
be operative in at least some human cases. It is not positive that 
the undernourished dogs will be able to live indefinitely. But it is 
conclusively demonstrated that the attempt at. high nutrition, even 
with fat, produces in these dogs an appearance - of spon�a�e,ous 
aggravation of cpndition as striking as anything witnessed in 
human patients, and that this result can be prevented at l�ast for 
periods of years by limiting the total caloric intake and the body 
mass to correspond to the assimilative, function. The experience 
with diabetic dogs warns unmistakably against elTorts to main
tain patients on a luxus level of diet or weight. The standard 
should approach th:at of Chittenden rather than that of Voit. 
Restriction of single foods, as carbohydrate or · pr�tein, sup
presses symptoms temporarily, but lightening the totaYload upon 
the weakened assimilative function is the only present means by 
which it may be hoped actually to halt the diabetic p�ocess. 

The animal experiments have placed the successful therapeutic 
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results on something more substantial than an empiric basis, 
independent of opinions or impressions, and no clinical mishaps, 
whether due to faulty application of the method or to failure of a 
de_fective function to recover by rest, can _now shake the �rinciples
on which this treatment is founded or justify a r.eturn to over
feeding with fat and other mistakes of ·the past. 
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